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ABSTRACT
The fracturing of rock due to thermal stresses could great"l •mprov,
the performance of certain proposed methods for extracting geothermn a
heat from impermeable rock. in order to study questions concerri'nI s Iuci
thermal cracking, a computer roigram was developed to allow the
determination of stresses, stress intensity factors, and crack shaces
associated wis  two-di:ensit l ur pro,.ies. The projg
employs a surface int".'ral Lthod, trea.cin cracks as dis tributios U4
edge dislocations. Ctoditions for c osin tne set of equations e
developed for cracks intersctiýg -a fe surfae, based on a coZsise "n
of the stresses at the point of intersect on.
The branching of theral c racks, a pheno"e:on which could -o
reduced rates of energy recov er. from the g•--- e--al reservoir,
studied -nd found to be cos-- i ,e for sine .cracks, ,ut not "or ar ra
of ecually-spaced cracks, in a reservo cr i-rtv be ng inves ti- t-. b-
Los Alamos Scientific La'ort~ o (LraAS) T se f-preagain o- er n
cracks duae to the cooli.I actin of flui fi loing tIirougn them is ind
to be possible. Deira-le cr ck :C-,ocit-iesn, -~ re·ce the •ntia r
energy extraction in reasor rnLe times, may be obtained at the on ratin
conditions of the LASL reservoir.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A vast amount of energy is stored as heat in the earth's crust.
It has been estimated [1] that the upper lOkm of the continental United
States crust contains 34 trillion joules available as heat at
temperatures above 1500C. Even two percent of this energy would supply
current U.S. nontransportation energy requirements for 2200 years.
One technique that has been proposed for extracting this energy [2,
31 would create artificial geothermal reservoirs by drilling down into
the rock to a depth at which the temperature is high enough to provide
useful heat. The rock would then be hydraulically fractured and anotiher
well drilled to intersect the fracture. Cold water would be pumped
down one well, allowed to heat as it circulates through the rock, and
returned by way of the second well to the surface where its heat could
be used. The system would be kept at such a pressure that the water
remains in a liquid state at all times. A fracture having a radius of
about 1km in 20 0 '-250"C rock would be able to provide an average of
60 MW of ther-al power, if extracted over a 20 year lifetime [4].
Such a system, termed a "Hot Dry Rock" geothermal system, is
currently being investigated by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory at
a site near Fenton Hill, New Mexico [4]. A fracture was created in
granite at a depth of 3km where the rock temperature is about 200"C.
The principal confining stress S. at Fenton Hill is about 767 bar in the
vertical direction and the lateral confining stresses, S. and S3
are estinmated to be 386 bar and 364 bar, respectively [1], thererore the
- 16 -
fracture is vertical. Flow patterns are expected to be predominartly
vertical, due to buoyancy effects [5].
Thermal Cracking
The Hot Dry Rock (HDR) system as just described cannot rely solely
on conduction in the rock for the extraction of the thermal energy.
The temperature of much of the fracture surface is expected to approach
that of the injected cold water after several months of operation [6].
Once this occurs, the thermal gradient in the adjacent rock will
continually decrease, leading to low levels of power output over the
lifetime of the system. Furthermore, the thermal diffusivity of
granite (typically 10- 6 m2/sec ) is such that even after 20 years
the thermal conduction zone (defined as the region in which the
temperature drop is at least 15% of the maximum value) would only have
penetrated about 50 m from the fracture.
One way to increase the productivity of a HDR system would be to
create a series of parallel fractures. A simpler and less expensive
method would be to take advantage of thermal cracking to allow fluid
to flow to regions of hotter rock. It is therefore desirable to be
able to predict the extent to which thermal fracturing can occur.
Considerable work has been done toward this end r7-171.
None, however, has examined the important questions of branching of
the thermal cracks, or the possibility of self-propagating thermal
cracks; these considerations are the main topics of this report.
The one dimensional stress state very near the surface of the
large hydraulic fracture shortly after cooling has begun is shown in
- 17 -
Fig. 1.1. The surface temperature is assumed to have been uniformly
lowered by an amount On at time T = 0 and to remain constant
thereafter. The rock temperature is then T(y) = To - Eoerfc (y/2,/c ),
where erfc denotes the complementary error function,
erfc(Z) = 2 0e -dA , and To is the initial rock
Z
temperature. The crack is pressurized by some amount Po over the
minimum confining stress S3  initially present in the rock. The stress
parallel to the surface is composed of the secondary confining stress,
an additional compressive stress due to the crack pressure [18] and a
tensile component due to cooling. Once the cooling term becomes larger
than the other two, there is a possibility for thermal cracking.
The width and therefore the spacing of these thermal cracks is
important since the flow of fluid through them (for a given pressure
gradient, due to buoyancy or pumping) is proportional to sotme power of the
crack width (e.g. the third power for laminar flow of Newtonian fluid). The
minimum initial spacing for the cracks would be obtained if all of the strain
energy of cooling went into the creation of new crack surface area. This
minimum may not be achieved, however, since the cracks will tend to propagate
into the compressive .region ahead of the temperature front, causing sc:e of
the released strain enerCy to do work against the compressive stressr;,.
Initial cracking will occur locally at sites of weak grain
boundaries and microcracks. The probability of activating one of these
sites increases as the cooled region penetrates further into the rock.
When enough neighboring sites have cracked, they can link up and forn: a
large crack which, due to its large stress intensity factor, has the
- 18 -
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possibility of extending into the compressive stress region.
The region of stress relief around this crack, and therefore the
subsequent crack spacing, will be of the same order as the length of
the crack. Thus, initial crack spacing is dependent on the depth of
penetration required to get linking of the fracture sites and,
therefore, depends on the statistical distribution of these sites,
making it difficult to estimate.
Fortunately, this initial crack spacing may not be crucial. These
first cracks will propagate in a region in which the temperature and
stress are controlled by thermal conduction through the rock, since
their widths will probably be insufficient for significant fluid flow.
As the cracks grow with the advancing temperature field, their stress
intensity factors decrease. It has been shown [8-15] that for parallel
arrays of these surface cracks, in which branching is disallowed,
instabilities can develop in which some cracks continue growing while
others stop, allowing crack spacing to increase with crack length.
This increased spacing would eventually produce crack widths large
enough to allow significant fluid flow.
However, if crack branching does occur and the thermal cracks
fail to continue propagating perpendicular to the main fracture surface,
the sequence of events presented above may never be realized. For
instance, if the thermal cracks begin to propagate in the same direction
as the main fracture, effectively a second large surface may be created
parallel to the first. At that point the thermal cracking :would start
from this new surface, with the samie small initial spacings experienced
origiially. In this case, the cracks may never reach a large enough
- 20 -
spacing to allow augmented energy extraction by fluid flow through
them.
The likelihood of branching of the thermal cracks is examined in
Chapter 4. The analytical and computational methods used are presented
in Chapter 2.
The possibility of spalling and the methods used to determine
the direction of crack propagation are also pertinent to related
problems in which tensile stresses parallel to a surface develop in
a near-surface region. Examples include other surface cooling problems
and surface shrinkage due to evaporation.
If the spacings and widths of the thermal cracks do continue to
increase, a point may eventually be reached at which the fluid flow
through each crack provides an amount of cooling sufficient to prop-
agate the crack. Such self-driven cracks may be able to extend into
the hot rock considerably faster than the conduction zone around
the main fracture. Thermal cracks would be expected to develop on
the surfaces of the self-driven cracks, enhancing the extraction of
heat from the rock between them.
The possibility of self-driven cracks making a significant
contribution to the heat extraction process is studied in Chapter 5.
The methods used in the analysis are described in Chapter 3.
- 21 -
CHAPTER 2
METHOD FOR ANALYZING CRACK STRESS FIELDS
This chapter describes the numerical method used to solve for the
stress fields associated with the crack problems of interest. The
formulation is developed for two-dimensional and quasi-static
circumstances. The material is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic,
linearly elastic, and either infinite or semi-infinite in extent. For
the semi-infinite case, the material occupies the half-space y > 0
in a rectangular coordinate system. Any number of cracks (up to
infinity) may be considered and they may be arbitrarily located. The
cracks are piecewise straight and allow the possibility of branch cracks
at their tips.
Let the boundaries at infinity and the free surface at y = 0
(if present) be specified together as surface S and let the crack
surfaces be specified together as surface C . In general, normal and
shear tractions are specified on both S and C . It is useful to
treat this general case as the superposition of two cases. In the first
case, the body is considered to be uncracked and the true tractions are
applied on S ; this is a conventional problem in elasticity and a
variety of techniques are potentially available for its solution. The
equilibrium tractions on the prospective surface C are determined.
In the second case, the cracks are pr-esent S is free of tractions
and the tractions on C are the true tractions minus the tractions
determined from the first case.
Stresses in the body are obtained by superposition of the stresses
- 22 -
of the two cases. The crack stress intensity factors*, however, are
determined solely from the second case. Since the techniques available
to solve for the stresses of the first case are well known, the remainder
of this chapter will deal only with the problem of the second case:
traction-free S and specified normnal and shear tractions on C
Consider now the collection of N cracks shown in Fig. 2.1. A
particular point on crack n is located absolutely by
(x,y)n = (Xo,yo)n + wn(-sin n' cos 'n) but is uniquely identified
simply by w . Two additional coordinates, Cn and tn , are defined
for each crack n as (wn - a )/a ; these coordinates thus range
from -1 to +1 .
*The stress intensity factors K. represent the magnitude of the
stress singularity at the crack tip ' in a linearly elastic material.
The displacements and stresses near the crack tip can be obtained by the
superposition of three "modes" of crack opening. In the simple case of
the crack occupying the half plane x = 0, y< 0 of a Cartesian
coordinate system, the mode I, II, and III situations are characterized
by crack face displacements in only the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. For the mode i case, the near-tip stresses are
ajk = KiRjk(i)/V 7T , where Rjk are well-known functions of the
angular position p and .,t is the radial distance from the crack tip.
While nonlinear effects will prevent the actual stress from being
infinite, the above expression for stresses is still valid for values
of r much larger than the size of the region of nonlinearity and much
smaller than other dimensions of the problem. lhe strain energy released
for in-plane crack propagation is
G = (K1  + K 12 + KI 2)/E' where E' = E/(1 - v2) for plane strain
and E' = E for plane stress.
- 23 -
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The cracks are represented by continuous distributions of
dislocation singularities,as described by Rice [19]. A single edge
dislocation is represented by a Burgers vector b , equal to the
closed integral of .u p/ e in the counterclockwise direction around the
dislocation ( u being displacement in the p direction and t being
distance along the integration path). The "density" lp (t) of the
dislocation distribution along a crack is defined such that p (t )dt n
represents the infinitesimal Burgers vector in the p direction at
point tn. Stress ajk at point (x,y) due to the unit p dislocation
(bp = 1) located at point (xdYd) is given by well-known influence
functions Pk([x,y],[xdyd]) which are listed in Appendix A.
The stress Ojk at point (x,y) is now given by
ajk(x'Y) = dtn p(tn) Pr[xy],tn) 
(2.1)
n=1 p=l1 -
where p takes on values 1, 2 to signify Burgers vectors in the x-
and y- directions, respectively. The dislocation densities are
determined by requiring that the normal and shear tractions on the crack
surfaces equal those specified for the problem. If a ( m) and
cr ( ~) are the specified normal and shear tractions, respectively,
along crack m , then the p (t n ) must satisfy
Sdt ( (t )  m tn) (2.2)
C ( n=1 )p 1 -P (I tn
at (m) n=1 p=1 X- T M' n'
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for m = 1,2,...,N. Here the normal and shear influence functions are
given (using i = /-T ) by
rP (r ,t 7-S 9mtn) p  p (2.3a)
p (t) Im  H m' n) D (m'tn
) ]SP (C,t ) Im
where
p 1 P P
r (P,t) 1 (,t) + r (,t)] (2.3b)
H 2 xx yy xy
P 1 [P P P (2.3c)rD (xx (' SO yy xy9t) .((2SO
It is known [e.g. 20 ] that the dislocation densities for
internal cracks have the form
p (t)= f (t) / (l-t)C(1+t)a2 (2.4)
where fp (t) is nonsingular and the powers ai and U2 depend on
the medium involved; the idealization of a homogeneous medium
(ai = a2 = 0.5) is used here.
If the influence functions in Appendix A are written in terms of
ým and tn , they are all found to be of the form
p ,t ) = mnp/( - tn) + hk tn) (2.5)jk (m n gjk / m n hjk-m'n
where Q = E,'4(1-v 2 ), E = Young's modulus, and v = Poisson's ratio.
Here gmnp is zero for m r n and is nonsingular for all C and t
when m = n ; hk (Stn) is nonsingular unless m = n and ;,t bothjk Im' n
lie at the free surface of the semi-infinite medium.
Combining eqns. (2.2, 4, 5) gives, for m = 1,2,...,N,
- 26 -
N 2 r' dtn f (t )
n=l p=l 
- tn 2
Smnp l h (Cm tn )m- + h ((C t mrph ( t)T T m n -
(2.6)
where the notation of eqn. (2.3) has been applied to g and h.
Following the procedure outlined in Appendix B, eqn. (2.6) can be
reduced to the approximate form
N 2 Mn lP ( t
mr V mr nk
(Cmd n~l k~l T (mr' tnk
(2.7)
for m = 1,2,...,N and r = 1,2,...,Mm-1.
Eqn. (2.7) is a standard matrix equation in which the dislocation
density strengths- f p(t) are evaluated at the Mn zeroes of TMn
and the crack tractions are specified at the Mm-l zeroes of UMm1 .
Since eqn. (2.7) gives 2 > (M-1l) equations for 2 1 Mn
m=l n=l
unknowns,
2N more equations are needed: two more for each crack. The appropriate
equations to be used depend on the type of crack.
Embedded Crack
Since a completely embedded crack has no entrapped dislocations,
the familiar condition [20]
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oT (Lm)
T -m )
(a) V)1<
"'
.o.
S1 1' f (t )dt 
- Mn
0 = p (tn)dtnn M (tk)  (2.8)f f -ný n k=l
provides (for p = 1,2) the two equations needed.
Surface Crack
For a crack which intersects the free surface, eqn. (2.8) does not
necessarily hold and some other conditions must be sought; these have
apparently not been extracted before in the literature. It will be shown
that the requirements that ayy and axy vanish and that axx remains
finite at the point where the crack intersects the free surface leads to a
single condition relating the values of the x- and y- components of
the dislocation density at the free surface. This condition is
satisfied, and satisfactory results are obtained numerically, if the
dislocation density is set equal to zero at the free surface.
To obtain this result, a generic surface crack is considered, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. The co-ordinates y and a indicate dimensionless
distance along the crack from the free surface; 0 < (y,c) < 1. Since
dislocations which are distant from the point y = 0 contribute nothing
to ayy and Gxy at that point and produce bounded oxx at that point,
it is necessary only to consider the single crack in deriving the
desired condition on the free surface dislocation density.
The influence functions for stresses at y due to dislocations
at c are given in Appendix A. In the limits y - 0 and w -> 0 the
denominators of the influence functions vanish. Since the numerators of
- 28 -
Fig. 2.2 Generic crack considered in determining
equations needed to close numerical schem;ie for surface
crack.
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and rP(y(* 0, , + 0O)
xy also vanish, these functions
are found to give finite contributions to the stress at y = 0 ; since
the numerators of r p (y - O, a0 - 0)
xx
remain nonzero, these functions
are found to give infinite contributions to the stress at y = 0.
Assuming that the crack opening displacements are analytic, their
derivatives, the dislocation densities, are also analytic and can be
expressed as
pp(m) P= Op mInmp , p = 1,2
The expressions for stresses near the surface are then
xx (Y)
lim a (y)y-- 0 xyy
°xy (Y)
2
lim _
Y -Op=
d' [pop
mI=1
p
xx(va)
lmp 6) rP (u7,) (2.9)yyP (y,')
xy
The integrals of those terms containing
Cyy and a xy in eqn. (2.9) are all zero for
(Y'' )
(for p = 1,2) are nonzero, namely
pOp 1
(lIW , , ) = ,B i(tanyy yy
wm in the expressions
i > 0. The integrals
(2.10a)'p
xY
xy
,-1)
(2.10b)
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rP (y -- , - o0)
yy
for
lirm 0y•O
(DP
POP i
= -4T cos3' , B2 = 4cos 2 ' (Ysin - cos ~)
from which the stresses follow,
I im
y÷O
ayy (Y)
xy (Y)
2
p=1 'Op I
P
yy
pI
Since y = 0 is a free surface, a (y = 0) = oxy(y
order to have a consistent stress state at this point
a (y) = lim a (y) = 0
y 0 xy
also. Thus eqn. (2.10) requires that
p01t a n T - p02
The integrals of those terms conta
in eqn. (2.9) are all finite for
in the expression for
m > 0. However, the integrals
lim 101
y÷O f dw 0p
p
xx
- OP
P
xx
(for p = 1,2) are infinite:
xx
xx
3tan" + B [-cot 2y + tan '
= B3
limr Iny ]
y 0
+ B [ 1 + lim ny ]
y-* 0
where 83 = 4Y cos'f(2 cos 2lY - sin2y), B. = 8 cos 2 'sin' •. The infinite
portion of lim axx (y)
v * O0
is therefore 2 i p
O ' p xx
p=1
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(2.10c)
lim
y + 0
= 0) = 0.
= 0. (2.11)
(2.12)
where B,
"If lim a (y) is to be finite, the condition which must be satisfied
Y + 0
is again that of eqn. (2.11). Thus, the total surface dislocation density
provides only opening of the crack and no relative slippage of the faces.
Eqn. (2.11) is satisifed if both l01 and 902 are set equal
to zero. Although this is more strict a condition than eqn. (2.11)
requires, it has been found to give the proper results computationally.
In terms of the nomenclature of eqn. (2.7) the two additional equations
for the surface crack are
fp(tn = -1) fp(tnM) = 0 , p = 1,2, T/0 . (2.13a)
When T = 0 , the infinite integrals from eqn. (2.9) vanish, as do all
of the finite integrals except IP and !2 which now become equal toxx xy
40 and -44 , respectively. Thus, for a surface crack norral to the free
surface,
Oxx (y) 4 01
m a (y) = 0
Sxy (y) -4p 02
The two additional equations for the surface crack perpendicular to
the free surface are therefore,
01 = oxx (Y = )/4,
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and
i 02 = - (= 0)/4 = 0
In terms of the nomenclature of eqn. (2.7), they are
fl(t nM) = oxx (y=O)/44 (2.13b)
f 2 (t nM) = 0 , = 0
Fig. 2.3 compares the values for the stress intensity factors
(computed as in eqn. (2.15) below), obtained using this technique, with the
results of Khrapkov [30], obtained through conformal mapping. The
agreement with his results is excellent.
It should be mentioned here that an alternative method for reducing
eqn. (2.6) to eqn. (2.7) was tried for surface cracks. The procedure
of Appendix BI,formally correct when the intervals of integration are
(-1,1), was applied to the dimensionless variables y and w of
Fig. 2.2 , giving integra-:ion intervals of (0,1). The advantage in doing
this is that the number of traction equations (two for each yr where r
now ranges from 1 to M/2) is equal to the number of unknown values for
the dislocation densities (two for each wk where k = 1,2,...,M/2).
However, since the influence functions TP and rP are both zeroyy xy
for the surface point YM/2 = 0 , the equations for the normal and shear
tractions at that point are not independent and an extra condition,
provided by eqn. (2.11), is needed. The results for this method were
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found to be inferior to those of the technique just described
(eqns. 2.9-12).
Branch Crack
For the case of a branch crack at the tip of an embedded crack,
the two cracks must together be free of entrapped dislocations and a
second integral is added to eqn. (2.8) to account for the dislocations of
the branch crack.
The additional two equations to be used for the branch crack should
at least ensure the readily provable result that the stress singularity
at the point of crack intersection is less than that at a crack tip. This
could be done by enforcing a continuous distribution of the dislocation
density across the point of intersection, but it was found that somewhat
more accurate results are obtained by setting the amplitude of the singular
dislocation density of the branch crack equal to zero at the point where
it intersects the main crack. This leads to the same condition as
eqn. (2.13a), this time applied to the branch crack. The procedure happens
to coincide with the condition used by Lo [21] but he needs to model only
the branch crack, since his influence function takes into account the
boundary condition imposed by the presence of the main crack.
The results of the above procedure are compared with those of Lo in
Fig. 2.4. Agreement is again excellent.
Eqn. (2.7), along with eqns. (2.8) (or its modified version when a
branch crack is present), and eqns. (2.13) form a complete set of
linear equations which can be solved for the f p(tnk). The stress ajk
at any point (x,y) in the body can then be computed as
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Fig. 2.4 Comparison of branch crack stress intensity factors
obtained using the conditions of eqns. (2.7,12) with those of
Lo [21].
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ij (xy) = f p(tnk) ij([ ,ytnk (2.14)
n=l p=1 k=l
The stress intensity factors KI and KII are obtained directly
from the values of fp at the crack tip, KI being proportional to the
dislocation density component which tends to open the crack and KII
being proportional to the component tending to cause relative slippage
between the sides of the crack. For instance, for a surface crack having
an angle ' with the surface normal (see Fig.2.1),the stress intensity
factors take the form
K = T 3/2 v/-fi(t.) cosT- f2 (t) sin](
(2.15)
KII = v3/Oa[-fx(ti) sinl+ f2(tl) cosY].
Crack opening displacements are computed by integrating the
dislocation densities p :
tAu (t) Au (t= -1)+fP (t) dt
= Au (t= -1) + -P dt
where Au denotes the opening displacement in the p-direction. Using
eqn. (B.4) with H(t)= fp(t) ,
k'
Aup(tk.)  A u(t =-1) + - fp(tk)
k=l
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In geometries containing an infinite number of identical cracks
which have a common spacing of s , it is only necessary to solve for one
generic crack, since all cracks have the same dislocation distribution.
For example, with the array of cracks lying along the x-axis, the tractions
for the crack n = 0 are, from eqn. (2.7),
m 2 M P(ýO d r tnk (r(2.16)
a (Or) n=-o p=l k=l ( r Ptnk
where crack n is located a distance ns along the x-axis from the
crack n = 0 .
For sufficiently large n , say Inj > n* , the influence functions
rk(Or'tnk) , for a particular r and k , will depend only on ,
the x-component of the distance between -Or and tnk . The asymptotic
behavior of the influence functions takes the form -E- , as shown in
Table 2.1. The summation on n in eqn. (2.16) is performed explicitly
for In! < n* . The remaining terms are evaluated by the use of the
Euler-Mclaurin summation formula as explained in Appendix C.
The stress intensity factors for infinite arrays of equally-spaced
cracks in infinite and semi-infinite media, subjected to mode I loading,
are compared in Figs. 2.5, 6 with results from Tada et al [22].
Agreement is within the 2% accuracy quoted for those results.
A computer program was written to carry out the procedures outlined
in this chapter. A listing of the program is in Appendix D.
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Asymptotic behavior of
I",1= Ixd-x Y >...y Yd.
Semi-infinite body
(free surface at y=O)
jk ([x,y], [xd'Yd]) for.
Table gives the values
of c for the asymptotic form - ý-E
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Infinite body
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Table 2.1
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Fig. 2.5 Comparison of stress intensity factors obtained for
infinite array of cracks in infinite medium with those from
Tada et al. [22].
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Fig. 2.6 Co(,~parison of stress intensity factors obtained for
infinite array of.cracks in semi-iinfinite rm•.ediui with those
from Tada et aI. F?22.
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CHAPTER 3
MODELLING OF SELF-DRIVEN CRACKS
An infinite array of parallel, identical planar cracks, aligned
such that their leading edges are all .contained in a plane perpendicular
to the crack planes, and subjected to uniform loading normal to the crack
planes has stress intensity factors which remain essentially unchanged
once the crack lengths exceed twice the crack spacing [22] (see Fig. 3.1).
Thus, an array of cracks, self-driven by the cooling effect of the fluid
flowing through them, can be expected to behave as though they are
essentially semi-infinite in length once their lengths exceed twice their
spacing. Also, assuming that the pattern of cooling remains the same as
the cracks grow, they would propagate at a uniform velocity once they had
reached this length.
The ability of such an infinite array of semi-infinite cracks to
propagate at a constant velocity can be judged from a knowledge of their
stress intensity factors and crack opening displacements. This information
can be obtained through the procedure described in Chapter 2 once the
crack surface tractions are known. This chapter describes a method for
determining these tractions using the superposition of the stress fields
due to steadily moving line sources or sinks of heat. The superposition
procedure is described first for a single crack and then for an infinite
array of cracks.
The material in which the cracks are propagating is assumed to be
homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic with Young's modulus E ,
Poisson's ratio v , linear coefficient of thermal expansion a , mass
density p , coefficient of thermal conductivity k , heat capacity C ,
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and thermal diffusivity c = k/pC . The material is initially
stress-free and at a uniform temperature To . The cracks are assumed
to propagate with a velocity v in the +y-direction or, equivalently,
the material moves with a speed v in the -y-direction past stationary
cracks. This latter configuration will be assumed here. The problem
is one of plane strain. Spatial dimensions are nondimensionalized by
b = 2c/v , i.e. X = x/b and Y = y/b
Moving Line Source
Consider first a stationary line heat source located at coordinates
(Xs,Y s ) emitting Q" units of heat per unit time and unit length.
The material moves past the source with speed v in the -y-direction.
Steady state conditions are assumed.
Carslaw and Jaeger [23] give the temperature at point (X,Y) due to
this heat source as
e(X,Y) - T(X,Y) - To = US (X,Y; Xs,Ys) (3.1a)
where
U0 (x,Y; Xs,Ys) = e-(Y-Ys)Ko(r) , (3.lb)
r = [(X-Xs) 2 + (y-ys)2 ]/2 , and Kj represents the modified Bessel
function of the second kind, of order j . U0 will be referred to as
the "temperature influence function" of the line heat source.
Cleary [24] gives the distribution of stresses for the analogous case
of a moving line fluid source in a porous medium. Hi's solution for the
stress field due to such a source is based on the fact that
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oxx + yy + BP = 0 (3.2)
where P is the fluid pressure and ý is a material property. The
corresponding equation in the plane strain thermoelastic context is
the compatibility condition
V2 (E +o yy Ec = 0 (3.3)
where V+ D+
Replacing BP in the poroelastic stress solution by EaO/(l -v) for
the thermoelastic case ensures that eqn. (3.3) is satisfied since the
solution requires that D = 0 . As can be verified from eqn. (3.4)
below,the equations of equilibrium are also satisfied. Since there is
only one stress state for a linearly elastic body (undergoing
infinitesimal strains) which satisfies the equilibrium and compatibility
equations for a given set of boundary conditions, the solution obtained
by the specialization ( = 0 is the correct one as long as
the boundary conditions are satisfied. It will be seen that this requires
the superposition of a uniform stress state (which, of course, also
satisfies equilibrium and compatibility), for problems solved here.
The thermoelastic stresses associated with the moving line heat
source, when D is required to vanish, are
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(Y-Y) +(Y-Y )  (Y-Y
O(XY) -e (Y-Ys ) Ko(r) + r Ki(r) + s
= Ea e-(Y-Ys) K(r) Y-Ys )  Y-Y S)
a yy(X,Y) = K- (r) - - K, (r)yy 4ih(l-v) r r2
-(Y-Ys) (X-Xs)
xyf(X,Y) e K (r) - r
(3.4)
Since the expression for axx is used extensively in the following
discussion, it is convenient to define a "stress influence function" for
Cxx as
U(X,Y;X s , Ys ) -e - (Y- Ys) Ko(r) + r K6(r) + r . (3.5)
This influence function is plotted in Fig. 3.2. A feature of this stress
field which could have important consequences is the fact that there
is a region of tensile stress ahead of the moving source. Similarly, a
moving heat sink would have a compressive region ahead of it. Thus if
the thermal effect of a cooled, moving crack is represented by a
distribution of heat sinks along the crack, there will be a compressive
region ahead of the crack and possibly even compressive stresses acting
to close the portion of the crack behind the crack tip.
Single Moving Crack
Consider now the half-plane (X = Xs , Y < 0) acting as a heat source
with the surrounding material moving in the -y-direction at a speed v
as shown in Fig. 3.3a. At (XsY s ) , Ys< , "(Ys) units of heat per
unit time and unit area are emitted.
The temperature and normal stress in the x-direction at point (X,Y)
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Material moves with speed v in
-y direction for both cases.
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I
SHalf-plane emits Q"(y)
units of heat per unit time
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(b)
Ffig 3__.3 Configurations for self driven crack problems (a) single
semi-infinite crack (b) infinite array of parallel se•;ii-infinite
cracks.
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due to the heated half-plane are
xx ( XY) b(Y s ) US(3.6)S(X,Y) UEa(XY U(X,Y XY )
xx( ) s
The heated half-plane is now taken to represent a crack whose
surface temperature has changed relative to To by an amount E(Xs,Y)
due to the convective heat transfer associated with fluid flow through
the crack. This situation can be treated as the superposition of two
cases, one in which the material is cracked and one in which it remains
uncracked.
In the uncracked case, the first.of eqns. (3.6) becomes an integral
equation to be solved for the heat source distribution Q" (Ys) along
the proposed crack. This distribution is used in the second of
eqns. (3.6) to determine the normal tractions on the proposed crack
surface. Shear tractions are absent due to symmetry.
For the cracked case, the crack surface tractions required are those
which, when superimposed with those of the uncracked case, give the true
crack tractions. When these tractions are known, the crack opening
displacements and crack tip stress intensity factors can be computed
using the procedure of Chapter 2, assuming that the velocities involved
are small enough to make the problem elastically quasi-static.
The remainder of this chapter will describe the computational method
used to solve eqns.(3.6) for the "crack" tractions in the uncracked case.
The heat source distribution b"(Ys) along the y-axis is
approximated as the superposition of regions for which Q" is constant;
the jth region is centered at Y = Yj and has amplitude Qj and
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width W . That is,
(Y) 2k Qj (Ys <  ) (3.7a)
j=l1
where
6 1 if Y. - < Y + W. (3.7b)j J s- 3 j 3
= 0 otherwise
and
Y1 = - 1 W Y = Y - (W + Wj+. ) (3.7c)2 1 +' j+1 3 2 j j+i
.Using eqn. (3.7) in eqn. (3.6) and changing
the integration variable to n = 2(Ys - Y )/W gives
S(XY) C (X,Y,X sj s (3.8a)
oxx(X, Y )  j= i Dj (X,Y,X s
where
C (XYX 1/21 U0 (XY ; XCY ,j (3.8b)
Dj (X,Y,X s)  4(- ) dn U(X,Y ;Xssj
and Ys = Yj + nW./2.
In actual computations the summations are truncated after a finite
number of terms,M, giving a finite crack length. This crack length must
be great enough to give stresses and crack opening displacements in the
near-tip region of interest which do not change appreciably as the
crack length is increased further.
The first of eqns. (3.8a) is solved for the Qj
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with O(0,Y) being evaluated at the points Yi = Y . The
normal crack tractions xx(O,Y) are also calculated at these points to
minimize computation time (since Ug is required in computing Ua ).
Eqns. (3.8) then give two matrix equations
](0O,Yi)- [Cj  {Q j , CVj = Cj(0,Yi,O) (3. 9a)
{axx(O,Yi ) } [DD {Q D = D (OYiO) . (3.95)
The first of these is to be solved for Qj,j=l,2,...,M and the second
then provides a xx(O,Yi), i=1,2,...,M .
The integrals in eqn. (3.8b) are evaluated numerically. However,
since the influence functions both behave as -£t(r/2) as r approaches
zero (i.e. as n approaches zero with i = j ), accurate numerical
integration of them is difficult when i = j . For these cases, the
influence functions are expressed (using U to represent either U:
or Ua ) as U = U* - Zen(r/2) where U* has no singular behavior
and can be accurately integrated numerically. The integrals of Zn(r/2)
are evaluated analytically.
The procedure for the numerical integration of the influence functions
(or their nonsingular parts) is explained in Appendix BII.
For the influence functions given in eqns. (3.1b, 5 ) it was found
that satisfactory accuracy was obtained when all wj.< 25 and J = 4(i )
32 (i=j, U* = U*) , 64 (i=j, U* = U:l) . w1 was 10-4 and successive
wj increased geometrically up to the maximum.
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Infinite Array of Self-Driven Cracks
For the case of an infinite number of identical, parallel
self-driven cracks, with crack n having its tip located at the
coordinates (X,Y) = (ns*, 0) , n = 0,±+l,2,..., s* = s/b
(see Fig. 3.3b), eqn. (3.81 can be extended to get
-iV) Qn=- j} (3.10 a,b)a (XY) jC (X,Y,ns*) (3.10 a,b)
Oxx(X y) n=- . D (X,Y,ns*)
The temperature influence function, for large n , has the behavior
U (0,Yi; ns*, Ysj) ~ exp {(Ysj - Yi ) - Z} / Z / 20. sJ 1i
where Z = [(Yi - Yj ) 2 + n2s*2 1/2. Thus for values of n
Z > 30 + (Ysj-Yi) , U® is negligibly small.
The influence function for stress, however, has the
U (0,Yi;ns*,Y .sj) (Yj - Yi ) (ns*)-253 s s 1
such that
behavior
(3.11a)
for large values of Ini and therefore requires a much larger value of
Ini than U0  does before contributions become negligible. Fortunately,
not all these cracks need to be considered explicitly, because once
the asymptotic behavior is achieved, the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula
is applied, as described in Appendix C, for the contributions of the
remaining cracks. Thus, if eqn. (3.11) is realized for a particular pair
of values for i and j when In] > ni. , then
Sdn U (0, Yi; ns*, Ysj) 2 (Ysj - Y i ) ( ns) - 2
-1
for Inl > n*ij and eqn. (3.10b) becomes, for X = 0 and a
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(3.11b)
given value of i
ij
co 4(Ys - Yi)
xx(0,Yi) Q n Cij ( O,Yi,ns*) + sj 2
j=1 n=-n *
L 1 1 + 1 1 - 1S 2 6n * 30n.+*3 42n..*s 30n •*72 ij ij *3
Since O(ns*,Y) is specified to be the same for all n , X is set
to X = 0 in eqn. (3.10a) which is solved for the Q . Eqn. (3.10b)
then gives xx(0,Y) .
Appendix E contains a computer program written to formulate and
solve eqns. (3.10).
As stated previously, it is necessary to check the boundary conditions
of the stress field to ensure that they match the actual boundary
conditions of the problem. When the crack temperatures far from the
crack tips reach a uniform value of To-O, (o > 0) , then for distances
far from the crack tips (large !Yi ) the temperature and stress fields
become uniform and the problem is essentially the same as uniformly
lowering the temperature of the halfspace Y <0 by an amount 0o while
the temperature of the halfspace Y>O0 remains unchanged. Requiring
that the displacement at Y = ±+o be zero and also that there be no
strain in the x- and z-directions gives the stresses
a i1yy
oxx(Y < 0) Eoo (2 (3.12)
Oxx(Y > 0)
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The stresses obtained for large IYI using
technique described in this chapter are
ayy
ax (Y< 0)
axx(Y> O)
the source superposition
I
-1
(3.13)
These stresses (and the associated strains) are brought into agreement
with those of eqn. (3.12) when they are superimposed on the uniform
stress state
v
1
YY EaNF {
Cr x j(1xv (3.14 a, b)
Thus the total solution for the crack tractions is obtained by a
superposition of the stresses determined from eqns. (3.10) and those
of eqn. (3.14).
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CHAPTER 4
CRACK BRANCHING
As discussed in Chapter 1, the branching of the thermal cracks
propagating away from the surface of the main fracture could severely
diminish the rate of energy recovery from a Hot Dry Rock geothermal
system. The possibility of branching can be recognized by consideration
of the stress field in which the cracks are growing. The stress field,
shown in Fig. 1.1, is reproduced in Fig. 4.1. Since the main hydraulic
fracture is much larger than the initial thermal cracks, the stress
field of interest becomes essentially two-dimensional. Variations in
confining stresses and fluid pressure with depth are not expected to
influence the localized phenomenon of crack branching and are neglected
here. The thermal stress field is assumed to be due to conduction
cooling only, idealized to the case of a half space which has its surface
temperature instantaneously lowered by an amount eo and held at that
temperature thereafter. The penetration depth 6 is the distance from
the cooled surface at which the change in rock temperature has reached
15% of the surface temperature change. It is approximately equal
to 2cVT where T is the time which has elapsed since cooling: began.
The thermal crack is currently considered to be traction-free, for
simplicity.
A free-body diagram of the region marked ABCD , where AD and BC
are chosen large enough that the tractions on CD are essentially the
applied stresses, shows that the surface BC must experience shear
stresses which may tend to cause branching. Similar stresses would, of
course, be present in the case of uniform tensile loading along CD . In
that case, however, continued extension along the line of the crack would
release more energy than a small extension to either side because the
applied stress in the re.gion ahead of the crack is strongly tensile.
In the situation depicted by Fig. 4.1 the applied stress oxx in the
region ahead of the crack becomes progressively less tensile (and in this
- 56 -
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case actually becomes compressive), Therefore, the onset of skew
propagation, under the action of the shear stress, may be more likely.
Viewed in another way, if the crack has propagated into the
compressive region so that its stress intensity factors approach zero,
the stresses in the near-tip region may no longer be dominated by the
asymptotic stress field associated with the stress intensity factors but
may be more importantly influenced by stresses which are of the same
order as the applied stresses. This would be particularly true if crack
propagation were achieved by linking up of small microcracks or zones of
weakness at some distance from the crack tip. Although this issue of
local vs. global criteria for distribution and direction of multiple
crack tip growth has not been satisfactorily treated in the literature to
date, it is of interest to compute the consequences of a local criterion
(based on energy release rates at the crack tip), for circumstances like
those in Fig, 4.1.
To examine the possibility of branching, a generic crack as shown
in Fig. 4.2 is studied. A branch crack having a half-length ab = .05a
is placed at the tip of the crack. The energy release rate for a
linearly elastic isotropic material,
(K12 + KII 2 )G =  , (4.1)
E/(1-v 2)
is calculated for various orientations of the branch crack and propagation
is assumed to occur at the angle which gives a maximum value.for G
The most flexible method for determining energy release rate as a
function of branch angle (p for stress states such as depicted in
Fig. 4.1 is to determine the stress intensity factors KI and KI for
- 58-
Main fracture surface
Fig. 4.2 Crack configuration used to study branching.
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the individual components of the stress field. These stress intensity
factors can be superimposed to find the total KI and KII for a given
stress state and the energy release rate calculated using eqn. (4.1).
For the stress fields of interest here, the individual components
are: (1) uniform applied stresses oxx , (2) uniform applied stress
Oyy , (3) uniform pressurization of both the main thermal crack and the
branch crack, (4) uniform pressurization of the main thermal crack only,
and (5) stress associated with cooling to various penetration depths 6
Values of KI and KII as functions of branch angle cp for these
five individual cases are tabulated in Tables 4.1, 2.
In using these tables to study crack branching in a situation such as
that of Fig. 4.1 in which many applied stress components are present, it
is interesting to add the stress components one at a time and see the
effect of each one. Consider first the case in which the crack surfaces
and the main fracture surface are free of tractions and the applied
stresses in the x-direction are the cooling stress
[Eaeo/(l-v)] erfc (y/6) - El erfc (y/6) and the secondary confining
stress -S2 (S2>0). For the Los Alamos Hot Dry Rock system at Fenton Hill,
it is estimated [1,5] that E = 3.8 x 10- bar, a = 8 : 10-6 /oC ,
0o = 135 0C , v = 0.3 , S2 = 390 bar. Thus El = 590 bar. The
normalized applied stress field for this case is therefore
oxx/E1 - erfc (y/6) - 0.65 . Fig. 4.3 is a plot of erfc (y/6) to help
the reader determine the relative position of the crack tip in the
following discussion.
If 2a/6 = 0.3 , the crack tip has almost reached the point at which
the applied stress field becomes compressive. Fig. 4.4 shows the
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ig._ 4.4 Normalized energy release rate as a function of
branch crack angle for crack configuration of Fig. 4.2.
axx/E1 = erfc (y/,) - 0.65, 2a/S = 0.3, ab/a = 0.05.
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energy release rate as a function of branch crack
angle p . The maximum value of G* = (KI2 + KII 2)/E2  ra
2 2 2
G(l-v) /E(l-v )(aOo) ia is obtained for p = 0 , indicating that the
crack would propagate at that angle, An estimate [5] for the critical
value of G required for propagation at Fenton Hill is
Gc = 2 x 10 3 bar ' m . Thus if the crack were longer than about 10 cm
it would propagate straight ahead under these conditions.
If the crack length is increased so that 2a/6 = 0.5 the situation
changes, as shown by Fig. 4.5. The crack tip now extends well into the
compressive region and the maximum value of G is now obtained for
(p = 90' . The crack would propagate in a direction perpendicular to
its original orientation for crack lengths greater than 1.0 m.
How far would the crack extend in this new direction? An estimate
can be obtained by considering increasing values of ab/a for (p = 90 .
While this procedure does not take into account the fact that the branch
crack itself may change its direction of propagation, it does provide a
measure of how energy release rate would drop off as the branch crack
propagates.
Fig. 4.6 shows that the energy release rate remains high, in fact
it increases, as the branch crack grows to the point where it is equal in
length to the initial thermal crack. Thus, once the branch crack starts
to grow, there is a tendency for the surface to "peel off" or spall.
Cracks having a length of 1.0 m or greater would have sufficient strain
energy to behave in this manner.
At Fenton Hill the minimum confining stress is nearly equal to the
secondary confining stress [1], This minimum stress is brought into
- 66 -
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Fi. _4 .5 Normalized energy release rate as a function of
branch crack angle for crack configuration of Fig. 4.2.
xx/EI = erfc (y/S) - 0.65, 2a/6 = 0.5, ab/a = 0.05.
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Fi-. 4.6 Normalized energy release rate as a function of
branch crack length for crack configuration of Fig. 4.2.
Oxx/E 1 = erfc (yi/) - 0.65, 2a/6 = 0.5, f':= 90.
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consideration in Fig. 4.7 for which Exx/E1 = erfc (y/6) - 0.65 ,
a yy/E1 = -0.65 , and 2a/6 = 0.5
The energy release rate for p = 150 is nearly five times that
for (p = 00 , indicating that at least the crack would not propagate
straight ahead. The negative values for KI for the remaining angles
S, however, would require the crack faces to pass through each other in
the near-tip region. Since this can't occur, the values of KI and KII
for these values of ýp cannot be regarded as accurate. The negative
values for KI do, however, indicate that the crack tip is being
squeezed shut. The branch crack could possibly propagate by mode II
shearing if the frictional forces generated by the closure stresses are
low enough.
Taking account of the pressure in the cracks now gives a complete
description of the stress state. If this pressure is equal to the (nearly)
hydrostatic lateral confining stresses, the problem simply becomes
equivalent to that of oxx/Ea = erfc (y/6) which, as shown in Fig. 4.8,
shows no tendency for branching, regardless of the value of 2a/6
If the pressure in the thermal crack (and therefore in the main
crack also) is greater than S2 , the crack could theoretically extend
without limit. In actual fact, it would propagate until it is effectively
halted (e.g. by diversion into pre-existing, unfavorably-oriented
fractures or by interactions with other inhomogeneities) as the main
fracture presumably has done. Since the crack pressure continues to
force the crack open as it propagates into the compressive region and
since the compressive stresses parallel to the crack are now greater than
those for the cases shown in Fig. 4.8 branching will be even less likely
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Fig. 4.7 Normalized stress intensity factors as a function
of branch crack angle for crack configuration of Fig. 4.2.
axx/E1 = erfc (y/,) - 0.65, a /E = -0.65, 2a/6 = 0.5,
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CO
to occur than it was in those cases.
If the crack system is pressurized to a pressure less than S2 ,
however, branching can again be important.
In Fig. 4.9 the values of K /E1i VT are given as a function
of 2a/6 when only the stress axx/Ei = erfc (y/6) acts on the
unbranched crack. If branching does not occur, then, for a given value
of the fracture toughness K , 2a/6 increases as the fracture grows.
Thus, the rate of crack growth is faster than that of the temperature
penetration depth and, in the limit, 2a/i becomes infinite as the crack
becomes infinitely long.
When a stress P - S2<0 is superimposed on the thermal stress, the
same phenomenon occurs, except that the values in Fig. 4.9 are now lower
by the amount AKI/E 1 -/Va-= 1.12V-2 (S2 - P)/E 1 . It now becomes
impossible for 2a/6 to increase beyond the value (2a,'6)o at
which KI/E0ia• = 0 . As will be seen, 2a!6 can become very nearly
equal to (2a/,)o in a very short time. As it does so, branching
becomes quite likely.
This is seen in Figs. 4.10, 11 for which rxx/E, = erfc (y/6) - 0.65 ,
a yy/E = -0.65 , and the pressure in both the main thermal crack and
the branch crack is P . In Fig. 4.10 P/E1 = 0.45 , the minimum
downhole pressure which would prevent boiling at the wellhead. In
Fig. 4.11 P/E1 = 0.55 , the mean value between this minimum and the
case discussed above (Fig. 4.8) where the pressure is equal to the
confining stress 0.65E 1 . Curves are shown for various values of
2a/6 . (2a/6)o = 2.2 for Fig. 4.10 and (2a/6)o = 4.2 for Fig. 4.11.
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For both pressures, there is no tendency for branching at the
lower values of 2a/6 . However, as 2a/6 approaches (2a/6)o
branching definitely occurs. The crack lengths required for
propagation at the largest values of 2a/6 are 6.7 m for
P = 0.45E, and 10.1 m for P = 0.55E1 . The associated
values for the penetration depths are 6 = 3.3 m and 2.5 m
respectively. These penetration depths, and the associated branching,
would occur within the first 2 months of operation at Fenton Hill.
However, the length of any branch crack is expected to be an
order of magnitude less than the parent thermal cracks, as indicated
by Fig. 4.12 for the conditions of Fig. 4.10 with 2a/6 = 2.0 . While
subject to the same qualifications as Fig. 4.6, it shows that the energy
release rate, for branching at cp = 900 , drops off as the branch crack
grows and after the branch crack becomes 20% as long as the initial thermal
crack, the branch crack is squeezed shut. A more detailed analysis of
subsequent re-orientation, or perhaps onset of arrest mechanisms like
blunting, would be required to predict crack propagation more accurately.
These results indicate that single thermal cracks having an internal
pressure smaller in magnitude than the lateral confining stress would
not tend to propagate as a single planar crack perpendicular to the main
fracture surface. Rather, the extremities of such cracks tend to
propagate parallel to the main fracture. This could result in thermal
fracturing which more nearly resembles a clastic zone moving into the
rock with the temperature front. Since the fluid floCvw paths through
such a fractured region would be quite narrow, convective contributions
to the heat extraction would be expected to be quite low.
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The presence of the fluid pressure in the branch cracks, for the cases
described above, requires some attention. If the branch cracks are viewed
as imaginary "probes" to sense the distribution of the near-tip stress
field, then clearly, they should not have the fluid pressure acting on
their faces, since no fluid exists at the location of the fictitious
branch. If, however, the region around the crack tip contains extensive
microfractures, either naturally or as a result of the high stresses
associated with the crack tip (such as those described in [34]), then
fluid pressure may quite possibly be present in the branch crac!. Although
the effect of each microcrack is not accounted for explicitly in the
technique employed here, presumably the fracture toughness Gc would be
the "effective" toughness, accounting for the weakening effect of the
microcracks.
Figs. 4.13,14 show the normalized energy release rate for the same
cases as shown in Figs. 4.10,11, except that now the fluid pressure is
excluded from the branch crack. Values of G* are, of course, lower than
in the previous cases. Of most interest, however, is the fact that those
values of 2a/6 which previously gave rise to branching now have negative
values for KI and the cracks are squeezed shut. Thus, if the pressure
does not penetrate beyond the main thermal crack, the crack will stop
before it reaches the length at which it would branch.
Interactions among neighboring thermal cracks may also suppress
crack branching. This is illustrated by Figs. 4.15, 16 which show the
normalized energy release rates for an infinite array of thermal cracks
perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture surface. The crack spacing is
equal to the crack lengths and the applied stresses are
- 78 -
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Fig. 4.13 Normalized energy release rate as a function of
branch crack angle and thermal penetration depth for.
crack configuration of Fig. 4.2. oxx/E 1 = erfc (y/6) - 0.65,
a /E 1 = -0.65, P/E1 = 0.45 in main therm:al crack only,
ab/a = 0.05.
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oxx/El = erfc (y/6) - 0.65 and yy E1 = -0.65 . The pressure in the
cracks is P = 0.45 El , the lowest allowable pressure and the one which
was seen to be the most apt to give crack branching for single cracks.
In Fig. 4.15, the pressure is present in both the main thermal and branch
cracks, while in Fig. 4.16, the pressure is excluded from the branch
cracks. It was found that shorter branch cracks (ab/a = 0.01) than
those used for single cracks were necessary to give accurate results.
The curves show no tendency for branching, for either the pressurized
or nonpressurized branch cracks, even as 2a/6 approaches the value
(2a/6)o = 0.85 at which KI becomes zero.
It is interesting to note that in all of the cases cited in this
chapter, the direction of branch crack propagation predicted from the
maximum value of the energy release rate G coincides with the direction
for which KI attains its maximum value and KII vanishes.
Crack branching of single thermal cracks has been shown to be a
distinct possibility under some conditions which can be expected to occur
in the Hot Dry Rock geothermal reservoir being investigated by Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory. Branching occurs when fluid pressure is able to
penetrate into branch cracks and when this pressure is below the lateral
confining stress. For higher pressures and for unpressurized branch
cracks, branching of single cracks perpendicular to the main hydraulic
fracture surface does not occur.
No tendency for branching was found for infinite arrays of cracks
which are perpendicular to.the hydraulic fracture and which have a
spacing equal to crack length.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF SELF-DRIVEN CRACKS
As indicated in Chapter 3, behavior of an array of parallel cracks,
propagating by virtue of the convective heat transfer associated with
the fluid flowing through them, can be modelled as an array of
semi-infinite cracks propagating with a constant velocity v in an
infinite medium (Fig. 5.1). For a first examination of such cracks, all
crack surfaces are assumed to have temperatures which are lower .han the
initial uniform rock temperature by an amount Oo (eo >0). Such a
temperature distribution might be expected to optimistically predict the
ability of these cracks to propagate.* It will be seen, however, that
rates of fluid flow sufficient to achieve this temperature distribution
appear feasible for a range of desirable combinations of crack velocity
and system operating conditions. The cooling rates and tractions along
the cracks are determined by solving eqns. (3.10), with the crack surface
temperature change 0 E T-To set to -Oo . Fig. 5.2 shows, for several
values of the normalized crack spacing s* = s/b = sv/2c , the
distributions of -4"(y) , the amount of heat per unit time and area (of
one crack face) that is removed from the rock by the fluid flowing through
*This expectation arises from the fact that the uniform temperature
distribution gives values for -Q"(y) , the amount of cooling along the
crack, which are larger at the crack tip, and smaller at distances behind
the crack tip, than those resulting from what would seem to be a more
likely temperature distribution: one for which the temperature change is
small at the tip, increasing to a maximum some distance back from the tip.
Fig. 3.2 shows that the greatest contribution to tensile stresses in the
near-tip region is from cooling within, and slightly behind, the near-tip
region itself. Since it is the near-tip region that makes the greatest
contribution to the crack stress intensity factors, the uniform temperature
distribution used here would optimistically predict propagation in tihe cases
for which fluid flow is insufficient to maintain a uniform crack temperature.
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each crack.. For small distances behind the crack tip, the heat fluxes are
approximately those of a single constant-velocity, uniform-temperature cr.ck
-1/2
[31]: -Q/eio =  /0 27ly/bl . The corresponding tractions to be removed fr:-
the crack surfaces, calculated from eqn. (3.10b), are denoted by axx an-
are shown in Fig. 5.3, normalized by E-E Ea o/(l-v) . For large crack
spacings, the tractions in Fig. 5.3 for the near-tip region are compress'.e.
However, superposition of the uniform stress state of eqn. (3.14) gives fiNr.
crack traction values which are tensile for all values of y, for all cases.
Since the self-driven cracks are not propagating in an infi.iite
medium, as assumed in Chapter 3, but are actually growing from the free
surface of the main hydraulic fracture, there can be no thermally induced
stresses oxy or oyy at the tails of the cracks (i.e. for large
negative values of y ). Thermal shear stresses are absent since the
temperature and stress fields are uniform at the crack tails. Eqn. (3.12)
shows, however, that a stress a = Ea0o/2(1-2v) must be removed. If
this stress is removed from the entire plane containing the main hydraulio
fracture, a compressive stress
- v EaOo
a xx (5.1)
xx (1-v) 2(1-2v)
is added to the tractions in the x-direction, since there can be no
strains added in the x- or z-directions. For long self-driven cracks arc
for self-driven cracks near the edges of the main hyCdraulic fracture, th:
finite extent of the free surface will be apparent. For such cracks,
the superposition of the stress given by eqn. (5.1) overcompensates for
the free surface and leads to a conservative (low) elstimate for crack
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propagation speeds.
As seen from Figs. 5.2, 3, as s* becomes large, very long crack
lengths are required to achieve negligible heat fluxes and uniform
tractions at the tails of the self-driven cracks. For s*>2 , it was
found that crack tractions were within 0.1% of their values at y÷-+-
only for -y/b>1.75s*2 . Crack lengths of at least this magnitude were
used in computing the crack tractions axx in eqn. (3.10).
For large values of s* , then, the lengths of the self-driven cracks
used for computations were much longer than the actual cracks, which
stop at the hydraulic fracture surface. These overly long crack tails
lead to conservative estimates for crack propagation velocities. There
are several reasons for this. First, the heat source distribution in the
near-tip region, and hence the stresses due to this distribution, are not
affected by the extraneous tail, since the temperature influence function
(eqn. (3.1b)) quickly drops off upstream of the heat source. Secondly,
that portion of the near-tip stresses Gxx which is due to the
superfluous tail tends to close the cracks. Thirdly, the shear stresses on
the plane where the hydraulic fracture should be, which are due to the
excess crack tail, also tend to close the cracks. Finally, the stresses
normal to the plane of the hydraulic fracture will be greater near the
1
cracks and lesser midway between the cracks than the uniform value -2 El
experienced at the crack tails, but equilibrium requires that the total
force be the same in the two cases and, therefore, the effect on the
tractions near the crack tips will be the same as long as the cracks are
several spacings long. All of these considerations together indicate that
the long crack tails predict crack propagation velocities which are slightly
lower than the actual values.
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The total thermal tractions to be removed from the crack surfaces,
aTh , are obtained by adding the stresses of eqns. (3.14b) and (5.1)
xx
to xx
EaOL vEaO0
ah A + - = ox + -El . (5.2)
xx xx 2(1-2v) 2(1-2v)(l-v) xx 2
In addition to these thermal tractions, the fluid pressure P in the
cracks acts to open them, while the secondary principal confining
stress -S2 (S2 > 0) acts to close them.
Crack propagation can be predicted from a knowledge of the energy
release rate G . Since the problem is symmetric with respect .to any of
the cracks, the mode II stress intensity factors are zero and a knowledge
of KI is sufficient for determining crack propagation. The cracks will
propagate when KI is equal to Kic [Gc E/ ( l - v ) ]1 .
The values of KI due to the tractions ^xx are denoted as KI
and are calculated by the procedure described in Chapter 2. As expected,
when the tractions ^xx are applied to arrays of cracks having any
finite length greater than twice the crack spacing s . the resulting
values for KI are independent of the cracks lengths.
The values of K /E/s-/2 are presented as a function of normalized
crack spacing s* in Fig. 5.4. Numerical results were not obtained for
s* <1 , due to computational instabilities. This portion of the
curve was obtained from. the rationalization that for small values of
s* (small spacings or small propagation velocities) the temperature field
would be essentially one-dimensional and the crack tractions axx
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everywhere on the crack surfaces would equal 1 E1 , the value attained
1for large -y . This reasoning gives KI /E1/•-/ = for small values
of s* .
KI for an array of (effectively) semi-infinite, parallel cracks,
having a spacing s , and subject to mode I loading by a uniform
stress ao (Fig. 3.1, L- ) is KI = aos/2 . Thus the contribution
to the stress intensity factor from the thermal stresses is
Th 1K = KI + E1vs/2 . This thermal stress intensity factor is plotted
in Fig. 5.5. It is found that
Th
K1
= 1E1Js•-Z ,s*< 0.6
= , s* >l .5
Extending the two straight portions of the curve to give the relationship
Th
K
= 1
EI2s72 ~
Ss*< 0.8 (5.3)
= 0.8/s*, s*>0.8
valid for all s*, introduces little error.
The total stress intensity factor is obtained when the effects of
fluid pressure and confining stress are added to eqn. (5.3):
KI = /s/2 [E + P.- S 2] Ss*< 0.8
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Let so be the critical spacing required for crack propagation
when s* = 0.8 , i.e.
K
so = 2
E1 + P -S 2?
It is easily shown that if s<so then s*<0.8 and KI<K Ic; if s>so
then s*>0.8 and the propagation velocity is that which gives K =KI c ;
if s = so then s*< 0.8 and KI = K I . Thus, for crack spacings less
than so , the array of cracks does not propagate. When the cr.ack spacing
equals so , propagation velocity is indeterminate.
For crack spacings greater than s. , s*> 0.8 and the propagation
velocity can be determined from eqn. (5.4b) by setting K = K Ic:
v = 0.8cE 12 /[K + /s72 (S2 - P)] (5.5)
If the crack pressure is sufficient to drive the cracks by itself
(i.e. s7-2 (P-S 2) = Klc) , the additional thermal stresses lead to
crack velocities which theoretically are infinite. If P = S2 , the
cracks are driven by thermal stresses alone and v = 0.8c(E1/Kic)2  ,
independent of crack spacing.
Estimates [1, 5] of the parameters for the Hot Dry Rock system at
the Fenton Hill site are: -E = 3.8 x 10' bar, v = 0.3 , Kc = 29 bar v'i,Ic
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c ='1.0 x 10-'m2 /sec, a = 8 x i0-6/oC , S2 = 390 bar, and Oo = 135 0C
Thus E1 = 590 bar and the crack velocity when P = S2 would be
10.3 km/yr. Since the assumed uniform crack surface temperatures could
not be maintained at such high crack speeds, the accurate determination
of crack speed when P = S2 would depend on a more detailed analysis
of the heat transfer due to fluid flow in the cracks.
Lower values for the fluid pressure give lower crack propagation
speeds. Plots of propagation velocity as a function of crack spacing
are shown in Fig. 5.6 for the values (S2 - P)/EI = 0.1, 0.2
(S2 - P)/E 1 = 0.2 corresponds to P = 270 bar , the lowest crack pressure
for which boiling of 200 0 C water is suppressed at the wellhead. Values
for so are 6 mm and 8 mm for (S2 - P)/E 1 = 0.1, 0.2 , respectively.
The more closely spaced cracks experience less of the adverse stress
intensity factor due to the effective closure stress -(S2 - P) and so are
able to propagate at the higher velocities which provide lower thermal
tractions. The fact that the crack velocities decrease with increased
spacing indicates that the cracks would all tend to propagate at the sare
speed. If some cracks were able to grow slightly longer than the rest,
they would begin to behave like cracks with a larger spacing and slow
down, allowing the remaining cracks to catch up.
While some of the higher velocities plotted in Fig. 5.6 may require
unrealistically high fluid flow rates, even the attainable lower velocities
are high enough to be of interest. The computed velocities will be
realized if sufficient fluid can flow through the cracks to provide the
required amount of cooling. The fluid flow rate will be determined by
the crack width, pressure and temperature gradients, and fluid properties.
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It is the near-tip region in which it is the most difficult to obtain the
required flow rates, since near the crack tips the heat flux, and
therefore the fluid flow rates, are the highest while crack widths are
the smallest. To obtain an estimate of the flow rates and the resulting
pressure gradients required in the critical near-tip region, the
conditions at the point one crack spacing behind the tip (y = -s) will
be examined.
The fluid flow through the cracks is assumed to be chiefly upward
(in the z-direction) due to buoyancy effects [5]. ~'(y) , the volume flc.
rate per unit length of a self-driven crack, required to provide a rate
of cooling -Q" is
q'(y) -Q"(y) / (pw AT/Az) (5.6)
where pw and Cw are the fluid density and heat capacity, respectively,
and AT/Az is the overall temperature gradient in the fluid.
Values for -Q"(y) are known as a result of solving eqn. (3.10a)
for Q(y/b) - Q"(y/b)b/2fk . Fig. 5.7 is a plot of -Q(y/b =-s*)/o
as a function of s* . For s* > 10 it is found that
-Q(-s*)/Oo = .245(s*)- "' . It is essentially the same as the theoretical
value along a single constant-velocity, uniform-temperature crack [31]:
-Q(y/b)/Oo = .2541y/b-'/2 . For small s* the thermnal influence
of nearby cracks is felt even in the near-tip region and the amount of
cooling required decreases. For 1 < s* < 3 it is found that
-Q(s*)/5o = (en s*) / 30 + 0.049
-"(y = -s) as a function of crack spacing can be determined from
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Fig. 5.7 and values of b computed from eqn. 5.5. Fig. 5.8 shows the
results for (S2 - P)/E1 = 0.2 and 0.1
The fluid flow rate is given by eqn. (5.6). Using
AT/Az = 0o/2 km = 0.0680C/m for a 1 km crack radius and pw = 920 kg/m3 ,
Cw = 4.2 kJ/kg 'C as average properties for water at the temperatures
and pressures of interest gives
q'(y) = -Q"(y) / (260 kJ/m4 ) (5.7)
The Reynolds number for the flow in the cracks is Rey = p q'/.
Using eqn. (5.7) and I = 3.4 x 10-4kg/m sec as the average viscosity of
the water in the crack gives
Rey (y) = -Q"(y)/ (0.1 W/m2) . (5.8)
Rey = 1200 marks the transition between fully-developed laminar and
turbulent flows between parallel surfaces [32]. For laminar flow, the
pressure gradient is
(dP/dz)lam = -12iq (Y) /(y) ) (5.9)
where P = P + pwgz and w(y) is the crack width. For turbulent flow,
an equivalent hydraulic radius can be defined as
Rh = 2 (flow area)/ (wetted perimeter) -w and estimates made for
pressure gradients using formulas for fully-developed pipe flow. The
turbulent pressure gradient [33] is
(dP/dz)turb = Fpw [q(y) /1 (y)] / 4 Rh (5.10)
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Crack spacing, s (m)
Fig. 5.8 Heat flux one crack spacing behind crack tips as a
function of crack spacing.
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where the resistance coefficient F is computed from
F-1 2 = 1.74-21og Io + (5.11)
Rjh Rey VF
K , the height of surface roughness, is about 0.002 m at the Fenton
Hill site [4].
Crack widths w(y) can be calculated as described in Chapter 2.
The crack widths wTh(y = -s) due to the thermal tractions OTh are
shown in Fig. 5.9. For the loading of an infinite array of semi-infinite
cracks (Fig. 3.1, L400) with the uniform stress o = a - E/47(l-v 2 ) ,
the crack widths at y = -s are calculated to be 0.079s . Thus the
desired crack openings for the self-driven cracks are
w(y = -s) = wTh(y = -s) + 0.079s (P-S 2) / . Values for w(y = -s) are
plotted in Fig. 5.10 as a function of crack spacing for
(S2 - P)/EI = 0.2, 0.1
The pressure gradients required to provide the fluid flow rates of
eqn. (5.6) can now be calculated using eqns. (5.7-11) and Figs. 5.8, 10.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.11 as a function of crack spacing and in
Fig. 5.12 as a function of crack velocity. Laminar and turbulent pressure
gradient curves were found to coincide at Rey = 1000 ; this value of the
Reynolds number was used as the transition point between laminar and
turbulent flows in Figs. 5.11, 12.
Buoyant forces due to the density difference between the hot and co'l
water can be expected to give driving pressure gradients on the order of
10-2 bar/m . Thus, on the basis of the pressure gradients one crack
spacing behind the crack tips, self-driven crack propagation velocities
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and crack spacings of
v = 115 m/yr , s = 9 m for (S2 - P)/E = 0.2 (5.12a)
and
v = 220 m/yr , s = 17 m for (S2 - P)/E 1 = 0.1 (5.12b)
can be expected at the Fenton Hill site.
Desirable crack propagation velocities would be those which allow
the majority of the available heat to be removed from the entire region
within a given radius of the fluid injection and expulsion points during
the lifetime of the system. Thus if the main fracture radius is 1 km ,
the self-driven cracks should propagate to that distance and remove most
of the available heat from between each adjacent pair of cracks within
the expected system lifetime of 20 years.
The time required for removal of the heat from between cracks is
conservatively estimated as the time T required for the thermal
penetration depth 6 to grow from the self-driven crack surface to a
depth of one-half the crack spacing. 6 here is defined as the "15%
penetration depth", i.e. the distance to which the 0 = -0.15go isotherm
has penetrated into the rock. Thus 6 = 2/Sv = s/2 and the total time
.'quired for cooling the rock mass is approximately 1900 m +
For the conditions of eqns. (5.12) these times would be about 8.9 and
5.1 years for (S2 - P)/E1 = 0.2 and 0.1 , respectively. The times
required for crack spacings to reach the values of eqns. (5.12) are of the
same order as the times required for the conduction penetration depth 6
•i'.:ed with the main hydraulic fracture to become equal to the
:..,f,', Jcings. These times are about 0.6 yr for (S2 - P)/EI = 0.2
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and 2,3 yr for (S2 - P)/Ej = 0.1 . Thus, in both cases, the total
time required for self-driven cracks to extract the available heat from
within a region 1 km in radius is less than 10 yr
Crack widths at distances less than one crack spacing from the crack
tips will be less than those determined above for y = -s , indicating
that buoyancy effects in that region will not be sufficient to achieve
the assumed uniform crack surface temperatures for the speeds and spacings
of eqns. (5.12). Nonetheless, it is believed that the above analysis
provides a good estimate of the performance of self-driven cracL.s. The
results obtained indicate that self-driven cracks can contribute
significantly to the extraction of heat from a Hot Dry Rock reservoir,
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
Branching of thermal cracks growing perpendicular to the main
hydraulic fracture can occur in the Hot Dry Rock geothermal system being
investigated by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory at the Fenton Hill site.
Such branching is possible for single cracks if fluid pressure is present
in the branch cracks. The branch cracks would propagate at roughly right
angles to the thermal cracks and are expected to reach lengths no greater
than about ten percent of the length of the initial thermal crack. If
fluid pressure is excluded from the branch cracks or if the pressure
exceeds the lateral confining stress, branching of single cracks which are
normal to the main hydraulic fracture will not occur.
Arrays of cracks which are perpendicular to the main hydraulic
fracture surface and which have a spacing equal to crack length were found
to have no tendency to branch.
To determine the ability of an array of parallel cracks to propagate
due to the cooling effect of the fluid flowing through the cracks,
constant-velocity crack arrays having uniform crack surface temperatures
were studied. Crack propagation velocity was determined as a function of
crack spacing. At the Fenton Hill site, buoyancy effects would be
sufficient to provide the amount of cooling needed at distances greater
than one crack spacing behind the crack tips for propagation velocities
of 115 m/yr under the least favorable (i.e. lowest crack pressure)
system operating conditions. With such crack speeds, the majority of the
available heat could be extracted from a region 1 km in radius within
ten years.
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The computer program developed here for the analysis of crack
problems can be used to examine additional questions of thermal crack
growth. Interactions among neighboring thermal cracks should be studied
further. The effects of pre-existing cracks on the developing thermal
cracks needs investigation. The statistical nature of crack initiation,
described in Chapter 1, warrants examination, as does the question of
nonlocal propagation criteria. A detailed tracing of branched crack
behavior (including reorientation, frictional slippage and blunting) should
also be studied with the techniques described in Chapter 2.
A more detailed analysis of the fluid flow in self-driven cracks and
the resulting crack surface temperature distribution is needed to more
precisely predict the behavior of such cracks. The resistance of
self-driven cracks to branching should also be determined, as discussed
in Chapter 4 for near-surface cracks. Finally, there should be a detailed
study of the possibilities for manipulating the downhole pressure and
extraction rate, in order to achieve the most favorable secondary cracking
pattern in the early stages of reservoir development and then to obtain
the desired pressure gradients (e.g. corresponding to Figs. 5.12) for
heat extraction in a reasonable period of time.
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APPENDIX A
EDGE DISLOCATION INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS
The stress ajk at point (x,y) due to an edge dislocation of
strength bp at (xdY d) in an infinite or semi-infinite (y=O being
a free surface) isotropic, homogeneous, linearly elastic medium is given
by the influence function rP The following definitions are employed:jk
= xd - x , = y + Yd m = y  Yd ' E = mdulus of elasticity ,
v= Poisson's ratio , O = E/4.(i-v 2) , 21 = (Am2 + 2)2
=2 (=  p + C2 )2  , a3 = (A 2 2 )3  , = 0 if material is infinite ,
= 1 if material occupies y>O .
The influence functions are (from [26], noting a typographical
error in eqn. ( 13) there)
x =b m [A·2 + 3i'2 + -- PL[A2 S 3r
2 G 2 r
+ 2 d 3
rF =6bx  - 2 2 2 2xx 0"y {m2 m p2 pA
4+ y - 6 + (d
+ - (2Yd - p + (3y + 2Yd)
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rx = b i [
YY x 4 0
- A ] A+ " 2 - 21
+ 2 Ip
2sYd
M (3y + yd) 'p - 6y -2 4
- 3 [ Xp2
+2
rx = bx
xy x
ryxy bI
241
Am
06'1
Am2
-
[ Sm2]
+ - 2 -
0S2 L 1
+X+ -p
OU2 2p
-2 3
+ Y d
xmp -6yA 2 + p
For any generic surface crack. (e.g. as shown in Fig.
14i
2.2)) the
stress ajk at y due to an edge dislocation of strength bp at o
is given by rp (v)e)jk
X = Y2 + 2 ya cos(2') + w2
Defining cn = cos(;nI') , and
, the influence functions are:
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES
The numerical integration procedures used employ Chebyshev
thpolynomials. The Rth degree Chebyshev polynomials of the first and
second kinds, respectively, are defined as
TR(T)
UR (T)
= cos R ý (B.la)
sin (R+1)
sin ý (B.lb)
(B.lc)where T = cost , -1 < T < 1
Thus, the zeroes of TR(T) and UR_1(T) are
Tk = cos r(2k-1)k 2R ' k = 1,2,...,R
Tr = cos R , r = 1,2,...,R-1
(B.2a)
(B.2b)
respectively.
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I. Evaluation of Integrals in Eqn.
In order to solve eqn. (2.6) for the f p(t ) , use is made of the
following integration formulas [29, nos. 22.13.3, 25.4.38]:
TR(t)dt
(t-C) V-t2
H(t)dt
/T-fy
= 7UR_ (C)
M
k=1
H(tk)
Use is also made of the relationship proved by Erdogan and Gupta [25]
-I I I_ \
UR-1 ( r M (tk- rk=l
(B.5)
The f (t ) are expressed as infinite series of Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind
Co
fp( tn)
R=1
ApnRTR( tn)
Allowing each crack n to have its own value of NI and setting
H = hf , eqns. (2.6, B.3-6) combine to give
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P. V.f
L
, R>O (B.3)
(B.4)
(B.6)
(2.6)
S(Cmr N 2
mr) n= pnRIT mr n=1 p=1 R=1
Mn
k=l
mnp
( ¢mr nk -  mgnp
gr
hP(ým2tnk+ h (r nt
-r mr nk
TR(tnk)
for mt = 1,2,...,N and r = 1,2,...,M m-
Interchanging the last two summations and using eqns. (2.5, B.6)
finally give eqn. (2.7).
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II. Evaluation of Integrals in Eqn. (3.8b)
From eqns. (B.1) the following relations can be derived [28]:
(R 0,2,4,...)
(R = 1,3,5,...)
2
/ TR(T) dT =
0
and, for J>O with
T R1 (T r) TR
r=O
Ri ,R 2 <J ,
(Tr))
J
2
0
(Ri
(R1
(Rz
= R2 = 0 or J)
= R2 / 0 or J)
/ R2)
where Tr = cos(nr/J) . The double prime on the summation sign
indicates that the first and last terms in the summation are to be
1
multiplied by . Similarly, a single prime on the summation symbol
indicates that only the first term in the summation is to be halved.
Thus
A. =
j=O 0
> A. =
j=0
1-A + A + ... + Aj + A
1 1+A +A
A + A + + A + A2 0 1 "' J-1 2
Since the Chebyshev polynomials are solutions to proper
Stunn-Liouville problems, any function -7(T) which is bounded and
piecewise differentiable over the interval -1 < T < 1 can be
represented as an infinite series of the polynomials which converges
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(B.7)
(B.8)
to Y(T) at all points inside the interval for which (T) is
continuous (see., for example, [27]). Thus, there exists a set of
coefficients AR such that
(B.9)(T) = ~= ARTR(T)
R=O
Following [28] the parameters
2 - I = (Tr)TR(T)
r=O
a R are defined as
, R = 0,1,...,J
Using eqns. (B.8, 9) gives
R ij=o 3 ir=O Tj(Tr)TR(Tr
AR + A2J-R + A2J+R + A4J-R + A4 J+R + A6 J-R +
= AR for large J .
Therefore
• (T) -j AR R(T)
R=O
AR. J (r)TR(T r )
r=O
(B.lOa)
(B. IOb)
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where
zero of Uj_ 1(T)
Using eqn. (B.10)
f(T)dT
as an approximation for
J*
- AO-2 £=1l
S(T) in eqn. (B.7) gives
A2z
4 2-1
(B.lla)
J/2
where J* =
(J-1)/2
and the AR are given by eqn.
Eqns. (B.10,l1)are used to evaluate the integrals in eqn.
with 7 (T) replaced by U (or U* if i = j)
- 119 -.
and
Tr = cos = rth (B.10c)
(J even)
(J odd)
(B.lOb).
(B.llb)
(3.8b),
APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM DISTANT CRACKS
IN AN INFINITE ARRAY
The Euler Maclaurin summation formula [29, no. 3.6.28] applied to
an infinite series is
f(n)
n=1l
= f(n)dn - f(O) + f(0)] (C.1)
f('~)(n)
12
f(3)nf)+ (n) f(7)(n)+ 1
720 30240 1209600
0
where f(i)(n) is the ith derivative of f(n) with respect to n .
For parallel, identical cracks having a common spacing of s and
an influence function with the asymptotic form of C (Ax) - ' = C (ns) -C
(c a positive integer) for !ni > n* , the contribution of cracks for
which Inj > n* is given by
Cs ( Sn- +C nE
n=-n*-1 n=n*+1
= 2Cs - c I n-~
n=n*+l
= 0 , E odd
, c even
Thus, only those influence functions having an even value of'
contribute for large values of n .
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(C.2a)
(C.2b)
Changing the summation index to
the right hand side of eqn.
2Cs-c 1
-
(C.2b) becomes
1+t
+ (e+4)! _ (+6) !
30240n*s 1209600n* 7
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e!12n* (e+2) !720n* 3
--''] 1
using eqn. (C.1),k = n -- n*
APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING CRACK PROBLEMS
o Fortran program FRAC
C
c This program computes the mode I and mode II stress intensity
a factors for two-dimensional crack configurations in a homogeneous,
c isotropic, linearly elastic material. The dislocation density
c distribution computed can be used to determine crack shapes and
c the surrounding stress field.
C
c set the following parameters
a
parameter nset=5, nbset=1, mx2set=100, mscrch=100,
& nmset=3, irtell=38, iw=6
common /pain/ c(100,100)
real xl(nset),yl(nset),psi(nset),a(nset),alpha(nbset),
& ab(nbset),psib(nbset),ccO(3),b(6),cc(6,nmset),mohr,
& scrtch(mscrch),trac(mx2set),p(nset)
integer m(nset),nb(nset),iend(nbset),mb(nbset),
& nmax(6),isurf(nset),ibi(nset),ib2(nset)
c
pi = 3.1415927
ytest = 0.0001
rewind irtell
read(irtell,903) ir
rewind ir
903 format(i3)
C
C
c
c initialize c and trac
do 100 1=1,mx23set
trac(1) =0.
do 100 ll=1,mx2set
100 c(1,11)=0.
c
a
c read input data
c
call input (ir,n,xl,yl,a,psi,nb,iend,al.pha,ab,nb,cc0,nmax,b,
& cc,nskip,idgt,nbset,nset,nnset,rm.x2,r;x2set, iw, p,nopen,nsurf,m,
& ninf,spacng,delta,nerfe)
c to get proper sign convention for Etohr's circle,
c "mohr" changes t.he sign of shear stress on the
c plane normal to the x-axis
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mohr = -1.
C
C
c print input data
C
call printdata (iw,n,xl,yl,psi,a,m,nb,iend,alpha,ab,mb,cc0,nmax,
& cc,b,nset,nbset,nmset,p,nsurf,ninf,spacng,delta,nerfc)
C
C
c convert angles to radians and determine psib
C
nbl = 1
do 160 i=1,n
psi(i) = psi(i)*pi/180.
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 160
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 150 ib=nbl,nb2
if(iend(ib).eq.2) go to 140
psib(ib) = psi(i)+pi+alpha(ib)*pi/180.
go to 150
140 psib(ib) = psi(i)+alpha(ib)*pi/180.
150 continue
nbl = nb2+1
160 continue
C
0
c set up matrix equation [C] [F] = [TRAC]
c
200 call mtxeqn (n,nsurf,xl,yl,psi,a,m,nb,iend,psib,ab,mb,
& trac,pi,nset,mx2set,cOc,nmax,cc,b,mohr,p,nmset,nbset,ytest,
& ninf,spacng,delta,nerfc)
c
c
c solve matrix equation for [F]
C
if(nopen.ne.999) go to 300
do 250 1=1,Lmx2
250 write(iw,999) (c(l,ll),l11=,mx2)
999 format(1h0,600(lh ,10912.4/))
300 call leqtlf(c,1,mx2,mx2set,trac,idgt,scrtch,ier)
c
c solution for [F] vector is returned in [TRAC] vector
c
c check for problems in solving nratrix eqtn
c
if(ier.ne.129) go to 400
write(iw ,900)
stop
400 if( (ier.ne.34).and.(ier.ne.131)) go to 410
write(iw,901) ier,idgt
c
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c print f's from [F]
410 call printf ( n,m,trac,nb,mb,iw,nskip,mx2set,nset,nbset,ninf)
C
C
c compute stress intensity factors
call sif (iw,n,nb,m,pi,trac,psi,mb,psib,nset,mx2set,nbset,
& yl,nsurf,ytest,iend,isurf, ibl, ib2,a,ab)
C
c
900 format(lhO,'***** C matrix is algorithmically singular *****')
901 format(' ier= ',i3,'idgt= ',i3)
902 format(lhO,//)
C
C
600 write(iw,902)
end
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subroutine input(ir,n,xlyl, a, psi,nb, iend,alpha,ab,mb, ccO,nmax,
& b,cc,nskip, idgt,nbset,nset,nmset, mx2,mx2set,iw,p,nopen,nsurf,m,
& ninf,spacng,delta,nerfc)
C
c This subroutine reads input data from a data file and also
c computes mx2, the number of rows in the matrix eqtn.
C
integer nb(nset),mb(nbset),m(nset),nmax(6),iend(nbset)
real ab(nbset),alpha(nbset),xl(nset),yl(nset),psi(nset),a(nset),
& cc0(3),b(6),cc(6,nmset),p(nset)
C
c read data for cracks
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) n
if(n.le.0) stop 10
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) nsurf
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) ninf
if( (ninf.eq.0).or.(n.eq.2) ) go to 70
write(iw,950)
stop
70 read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) nerfe
c
nbl = 1
do 110 i=1,n
read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) x1(i),yl(i),psi(i),a(i)
if( (psi(i).gt.90.).or.(psi(i).lt.-90.) stop 22
if( (yl(i).lt.0.).and.(nsurf.ne.0) ) stop 26
read(ir,900) m(i),nb(i)
if( (nb(i).lt.0).or.(m(i).le.0) ) stop 11
if(mod(m(i),2).ne.0) stop 24
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 110
C
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 100 ib=nbl,nb2
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) iend(ib)
read(ir,910) alpha(ib),ab(ib)
read(ir,900) mb(ib)
if(m(i).le.0) stop 23
100 continue
nbl = nb2+1
110 continue
c
if(ninf.eq.0) go to 160
if(x1(i).eq.0) go to.120
write(iw,960)
stop
120 if( (yl(1).eq.y1(2)).and.(psi(1).eq.psi(2))
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& .and.(a(1).eq.a(2)) ) go to 130
write(iw,970)
stop
130 if(xl(2).gt.0.) go to 140
write(iw,980)
stop
140 spacng = x1(2)
read data for applied stresses
160 read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) (ccO(1),l=1,
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) (nmax(l),l=1
do 180 1=1,6
if(nmax(1).lt.0) stop 13
if(nmax(l).gt.nmset) stop
nm = nmax(l)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 180
read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) b(l)
read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) (cc(l,l1),11
180 continue
read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) delta
read(ir,900)
read(ir,910) (p(i),i-=1,n)
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) nskip
read(ir,900)
read(ir,900) nopen
read(ir,900)
read(ir,90C0) idgt
3)
,6)
=1,nm)
determine mx2
mm= 0
nbl = 1
do 210 i=1,n
mm = mm+m(i)
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 210
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 200 ib=nbl,nb2
Lmm = mrn+mb(ib)
200 continue
nbl =: nb2+1
210 continue
mx2 = mm2
if(mx2.1e.mx2set) go to 300
write(iw,920) mx2
stop 16
c
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C
C
C
c
a
900 format(13)
910 format(fl0.4)
920 format(lh ,'Increase mx2set to ',i6)
950 format(lho,'For infinite arrays, two cracks must be entered')
960 format(lh0,'For infinite arrays, x1(1) must equal zero')
970 format(' For infinite arrays of cracks, the conditions'/
& ' yl(1)=y1(2),psi(1)=psi(2) and a(1l)=a(2) must be met')
980 format(' For infinite arrays of cracks, the condition'/
& ' x1(2)>0,. must be met')
300 return
end
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subroutine printdata(iw,n,xI,yl,psi,a,m,nb,iend,alpha,ab,mb,cc0,
& nmax,cc,b,nset,nbset,nmset,p,nsurf,ninf,spacng,delta,nerfc)
C
c This subroutine prints the input data
C
integer m(nset),nb(nset),mb(nbset),nmax(6),iend(nbset)
real a(nset),psi(nset),ab(nbset),alpha(nbset),xl(nset),yl(nset),
& cc0(3),cc(6,nmset),b(6),p(n.et)
C
c print crack data
if(nsurf.ne.0) go to 10
write(iw,911)
go to 15
911 format(lhO,'INFINITE MEDIUM: NO FREE SURFACE')
10 write(iw,912)
912 format(lhO,'FREE SURFACE AT Y=O')
15 if(ninf.eq.0) go to 19
write(iw,902) spacng
902 format(lhO,'Infinite array of cracks having a spacing of ',
& f10.4,' is represented by crack (1)')
19 write(iw,900)
nbl = 1
do 40 i=l,n
write(iw,950) i,x1(i),yl(i),psi(i),a(i),m(i)
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 40
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 20 ib=nbl,nb2
20 write(iw,930) i,iend(ib),alpha(ib),ab(ib), mb(ib)
nbl = nb2+1
40 continue
900 format(lh0,/' CRACK DATA'/)
930 format(lh ,' .branch (',i2,'): iend=',il,' alpha=',
& f10.4,' ab=',f10.4,' mb=',i4)
950 format(lh ,' crack('i2,'): x1=',f10.4,' yl=',f10.4,
& ' psi=',f10.14,' a=',f10.4,' m=',i4)
c
80 write(iw,969)
969 format(h0, 'STRESSES DUE TO APPLIED LOADS WHEN 1O CRACKS ARE',
&' PRESENT',/5x,'[ normalized with phi = E/(4*pi*(1-nu**2)) ],)
C
c print sigma xx
info = 2
if(nerfc.eq.0) go to 100
write(iw,920) delta
920 format('Osigma xx = erfc ( y / ',gi0.4,')')
info = 1
100 if(cc0(1).eq.0.) go to 120
if(nerfc.eq.0) go to 110
write(iw,921) cc0(1.)
921 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4)
go to 120
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110 write(iw,970) ccO(1)
970 format(lhO,' sigma xx =
info = 1
120 nm = nmax(1)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 124
go to (122,121),info
121 write(iw,971) cc(1,1),b(1)
971 format(lhO,' sigma xx =
if(nm.eq.1) go to 124
122 do 123 1=info,nm
rl = 1
bn = b(1)*rl
write (iw,972) cc(1,1),bn
972 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.
123 continue
info = 1
',g10.4)
',g10.4,' * x ** ',gio0.4)
4,' * x ** ',g10.4)
124 nm = nrmax(2)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 128
go to (126,125),info
125 write(iw,973) cc(2,1),b(2)
973 format(lhO,' sigma xx = ',g10.4,' * y -* ',g10.4)
if(nm.eq.1) go to 128
126 do 127 1=info,nm
rl = 1
bn = b(2)*rl
write(iw,974) cc(2,1),bn
974 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4,' * y ** ',g!0.14)
127 continue
c
c print sigma yy
128 info = 2
if(ccO(2).eq.0.) go to 129
write(iwv,975) cc0(2)
975 format(lhO,' sigma yy = ',glO.4)
info = 1
129 mm = nmax(3)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 133
go to (131,130),info
130 write(iw,976) cc(3,1),b(3)
976 format(lh0,' sigma yy ',glO.4,' x *i. ',g10.4)
if(nn.eq.1) go to 133
131 do 132 1=info,nr,
rl = 1
bn = b(3)*rl
write(iw,977) cc(3,i),bn
977 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4,' * x ** ',g10.4)
132 continue
info = 1
C
133 nm = nmax(4)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 137
go to (135,134),info
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134 write(iw,978) cc(4,1),b(4)
978 format(1h0,' sigma yy = ',g0.4,' * y ** ',gl0.4)
if(nm.eq.1) go to 137
135 do 136 1=info,nm
rl = 1
bn = b(4)*rl
write(iw,979) cc(4,1),bn
979 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4,' * y ** ',g10.4)
136 continue
c
c print sigma xy
137 info = 2
if(ccO(3).eq.0.) go to 138
write(iw,980) cc0(3)
980 format(lhO,' sigma xy = ',g10.4)
info = 1
138 nm = nmax(3)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 142
go to (140,139),info
139 write(iw,981) cc(5,1),b(5)
if(nm.eq.1) go to 142
981 format(lhO,' sigma xy = ',gl0.4,' * x t ',g10.4)
140 do 141 1=info,nm
rl = 1
bn = b(5)*rl
write(iw,982) cc(5,1),bn
982 forEat(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4,' * x ** ',gl0.4)
141 continue
info = 1
142 nm = nmax(6)
if(nn.eq.0) go to 147
go to (144,143),info
143 write(iw,983) cc(6,1),b(6)
983 format(lh0,' sigma xy = ',g10.4,' y ** ',g10.4)
if(nm.eq.1) go to 147
144 do 145 1 = info,nm
rl = 1
bn = b(6)Wrl
write(iw,984) cc(6,1),bn
984 format(lh ,10x,' + ',g10.4,' * y ** ',g10.4)
145 continue
c
147 do 150 i=1,n
if(p(i).eq.0.) go to 150
write(iw,990) i,p(i)
990 format(' Pressure in crack ',i2,t '= ,gll.4)
150 continue
return
end
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subroutine mtxeqn (n,nsurf,xl,yl,psi,a,m,nb,iend,psib,ab,mb,
& trac,pi,nset,rx2set,ccO,nmax,cc,b,mohr,p,nmset,nbset,ytest,
& ninf,spacng,delta,nerfc)
C
c This subroutine sets up the matrix equation [C] [F] = [TRAC]
0
common /pain/ c(100,100)
C
real a(nset),psi(nset),ab(nbset),xl(nset),
& yl(nset),psib(nbset),ccO(3),b(6),mohr,cc(6,nmset),
& trac(mx2set),p(nset)
integer m(nset),nb(nset),mb(nbset),nmax(6),r,iend(nbset)
c
c ii indicates row of c matrix or trac vector
c jj indicates column of c matrix
ii=0
c
C
c determine (x,y) for points zr on cracks
c main cracks
C
nbl = 1
do 350 i=1,n
iilst = ii+1
mm = m(i)
mmml = mnm-
rmm = mm
do 100 r =1,mmml
ii = ii+1
rr = r
zr = cos(pi*rr/rmm)
xzr = x1(i)-a(i)*(zr+1.)*sin(psi(i))
yzr = yl(i)+a(i)*(zr+1.)*cos(psi(i))
C
c fill those rows in the matrix eqtn which correspond to point zr
c (write eqtns for normal and shear tractions at pt zr)
call cmatrx (n,m,a,psi,pi,nm1nl,psi(i),xzr,yzr,nb,mb,ab,psib,
& xl,yl,nset, mx2set, ii,r,imohr,nbset, nsurf, iend,ninf, spac ng)
C
80 call tracn( xzr,yzr,ccO,nrmax, cc,b,rohr,trac p(i),
& mmmnl, psi( i),nrnset, ,rx2set, ii, deit. ,nerfc)
c
100 continue
ii = ii+mmml
c provide two more equations for each main crack
ii = ii+1
if( (y1(i).lt.ytest);and.(nsurf.eq.1) ) go to 150
c main crack is an embedded crack: use closure
do 125 l=1,um
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o(iiiilst+l-1) = a(i)/m(i)
125 c(ii+1,iilst+mm+l-1) = a(i)/m(i)
trac(ii) = 0.
trac(ii+1) = 0.
ii = ii+1
go to 200
c main crack is a surface crack: use surface c•nditions
150 if(abs(psi(i)).gt.pi/1800.) go to 175
c(ii,iilst+m(i)-1) = -4.
trac(ii) = -ccO(1)
if(nmax(1).eq.0) go to 160
nm = nmax(1)
do 155 n=1,nm
155 trac(ii) = trac(ii)-cc(1,n)*x1(i)**(float(n)*b(1))
160 if(nerfc.eq.0) go to 165
trac(ii) = trac(ii)-1.
165 trac(ii) = trac(ii)-p(i)
go to 180
175 c(ii,iilst+mm-1) = 1.
trac(ii) = 0.
180 ii = ii+1
c(ii,iilst+2*mm-1) = 1.
trac(ii) = 0.
c branch cracks
c
200 if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 350
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 300 ib=nbl,nb2
iilstb = ii+1
if(iend(ib).eq.2) go to 210
xtip = x1(i)
ytip = yl(i)
go to 220
210 xtip = x1(i)-2.*a(i)*sin(psi(i))
ytip = yl(i)+2.*a(i)*cos(psi(i))
if( (ytip.lt.0.).and.(nsurf.ne.0) ) stop 25
220 mbml = mb(ib)-1
rmm = mb(ib)
do 250 r=1,mbml
ii = ii+1
rr= r
zr = cos(picrr/rmm)
xzr = xtip-ab(ib)*(zr+1.)Osin(psib(ib))
yzr y= tip+ab(ib)*(zr*+1 .)*cos(psib(ib))
c
c fill those rows in the matrix eqtn which correspond to point zr
c (write eqtns for normal and shear tractions at pt zr)
c
call cmatrx (n,m,a,psi.,pi,mbml,psib(ib),xzr,yzr,rnb,mb,ab,
& psib,xl,yl,nset,mrx2set,ii,r,:ohr,,nbset,nsurf,fIend ,ninf,spa[cng)
240 call tracn (xzr,yzr,ccO,nmax,cc,b,mohr,trac,p(j),rmbml,
& psib(ib),nmset,mx2set,ii,delta,nerfc)
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C
250 continue
ii = ii+mbml
c
c add branch cracks to closure conditions for embedded cracks
if( (yl(i).It.ytest).and.(nsurf.ne.0) ) go to 270
mm = mb(ib)
do 260 1=1,nnm
c(iilst+2*m(i)-2,iilstb+l-1) = ab(ib)/mb(ib)
260 c(iilst+2*m(i)-1 ,iilstb+mm+l-1) = ab(ib)/mb(ib)
c provide two more equations for each branch crack
c
270 ii = ii+1
c(ii,iilstb+mb(ib)-1) = 1.
trac(ii) = 0.
ii = ii+l
c(ii,iilstb+2*mb(ib)-1) = 1.
trac(ii) = 0.
C
300 continue
nbl = nb2+1
350 continue
c
c
return
end
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subroutine cmatrx (n,m,a,psi,pi,miml, psii,xzr,yzrr,nbb,bab,
& psib,xl ,yl ,nset,mx2set,ii,r,mohr,nbset,nsurf,iend,ninf,spacng)
C
c This subroutine fills in those rows of the c matrix which are
c associated with point zr of crack i.
c
common /pain/ c(100,100)
C
real a(nset),psi(nset),xl(nset),yl(nset),
& ab(nbset),mohr,psib(nbset)
integer m(nset),nb(nset),mb(nbset),r,iend(nbset)
C
c ninf ne 0 indicates that an infinite array of identical cracks
c is to be modelled
c
0 determine the coefficient associated with each point tk on
c each crack j
c
c
c calculate tk's for main cracks
c
100 jj = 0
nbl = 1
do 400 j=1,n
mm = m(j)
rmm = mm
do 250 k=1,mm
jj = jj+1
rk = k
tk = cos(pi*(2.*rk-1.)/(2.*rmm))
xtk = xl(j)-a(j)*(tk+l.)*sin(psi(j))
ytk = yl(j)+a(j)*(tk+1.)*cos(psi(j))
c
c
if(ninf.eq.0) go to 120
c calculate how many (jjjw) cracks to consider explicitely in the
c case of an infinite array.
c
jjjw = ifix( 40.*abs(yzr-ytk)/spacng ) +2
0
c determine tractions at zr on crack i due to unit dislocations
c at tk on main crack j
c
120 jjjmax = 1
if( (ninf.ne.0).and.(j.eq.2) ) jjjmax = jjjw
do 240 jjj = 1,jjjmax
xtkjjj = xtk+float(jjj-1)*spacng
jflag = 0
if( (jjj.eq.jjjmax).and.(ninf.rne.O).and.(j.eq.2) jflag = jjjw
nflag = 1
200 call gamma (xzr,yzr,xtkjjj,ytk,psii,garinr'x,
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& gamnny,gamnsx,gamnsy,mohr,nsurf,a(j),jflag)
o insert elements into [C] matrix
c
c(ii,jj) = c(ii,jj)+(pi/rmm)*gamnnx
c(ii,jj+mm) = c(ii,jj+mm)+(pi/rmm)'*gamnny
c(ii+miml ,jj) = c(ii+miml ,jj)+(pi/r-mm)*gamnsx
c(ii+miml,jj+mm) = c(ii+miml,jj+mm)+(pi/rmm)*gamnsy
C
if( (ninf.eq.0).or.(nflag.eq.2).or.(j.eq.1) )go to 240
c compute contribution from image of crack jjj
nflag = 2
xtkjjj = -xtkjjj+2.*(xtk-xl(j))
go to 200
240 continue
250 continue
jj = jj+mm0
c calculate tk's for branch cracks
c
if(nb(j).eq.0) go to 400
nb2 = nbl+nb(j)-1
do 350 jb= nbl,nb2
if(iend(jb).eq.2) go to 260
xtip = x1(j)
ytip = yl(j)
go to 270
260 xtip = x1(j)-2.*a(j)*sin(psi(j))
ytip = y1(j)+2.*a(j)*cos(psi(j))
270O mm = mb(jb)
rmm =mm
do 300 k=1,mm
jj = jj+1
rk = k
tk = cos(pi*(2.*rk-1.)/(2.*rmm))
xtk = xtip-ab(jb)*(tk+1.)*sin(psib(jb))
ytk = ytip+ab(jb)*(tk+1.)*cos(psib(jb))
if(ninf.eq.0) go to 272
c calculate how many (jjjw) cracks to consider explicitely in the
c case of an infinite array.
c
jjjw = ifix(40.*abs(yzr-ytk)/spacng) +2
c
c determine tractions at zr on crack i due to unit dislocations
c at tk on branch crack jb
c
272 jjjmax = 1
if( (ninf.ne.0).and.(j.eq.2) ) jjjmax = jjjw
do 290 jjj=1,jjjmax
xtkjjj = xtk+float(jjj-1)*spacrfl
jflag = 0
if( (jjj.eq.jjjmax).and.(ninf.ne.0).and.(j.eq.2) jflag = jjjw
c
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nflag = 1
275 call gammna (xzr,yzr,xtkjjj,ytk,psii,gamnnx,
& ganny,gamnsx,gamnsy,mohr,nsurf,ab(jb), jflag)
c insert elements into [C] matrix
c
c(ii,jj) = c(ii,jj)+(pi/rmm)*gamnnx
c(ii,jj+mm) = c(ii,jj+mm)+(pi/rmm)*gaminny
c(ii+miml,jj) = c(ii+miml,jj)+(pi/rmnm)*gamnsx
c(ii+miml , jj+mm) = c(ii+miml,jj+mm)+(pi/rmm)*gamnsy
C
if( (ninf.eq.0).or.(nflag.eq.2).or.(j.eq.1) ) go to 290
C compute contribution from image of crack jjj
nflag = 2
xtkjjj = -xtkjjj+2.*(xtk-x1(j))
go to 275
290 continue
300 continue
jj = jj+mm
350 continue
nbl = nb2+1
400 continue
c
return
end
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subroutine gamma (xzr,yzr,xtk,ytk,psii,gamnnx,gamnny,
& gamnsx,gamnsy,mohr,nsurf,a,jflag)
C
c This subroutine computes the crack tractions at point
c (xzr,yzr) due to unit dislocations in the x and y directions
c at point (xtk,ytk)
C
real lm,1m2,lp,1p2,1p3,mohr
complex gamdx,gamdy,ei2psi
C
c influence functions (gam 's) are those for an infinite medium
c when free=O. and are those for a semi-infinite medium when free=1.
c
free = 0.
if(nsurf.ne.0) free = 1.
c
c compute influence functions
c
y = yzr/a
u = ytk/a
xi = (xtk-xzr)/a
Im = (yzr-ytk)/a
lp = (yzr+ytk)/a
c
lp2 = lp*lp
1p3 = lp2'lp
lm2 = Im1lm
xi2 = xi*xi
xi4 = xi2*xi2
c
c
dl = (lm2+xi2)"*2.
d2 = (1p2+xi2)**2.
d3 = (lp2+xi2)**3.
c
gamxxx = lm*(lm2+3.*xi2)/dl
& - free*1pt(lp2+3.*xi2)/d2
& - free*2.*u*(lm*lp3-6 .*y*lpxi2+xi4)/d3
gamyyx = Im*(lm2-xi2)/dl
& - free lp*(lp2-xi2)/d2
& + free 2.*u*((3.*y+u)*ip3-6.*y*lp*xi2-xlI)/d3
gamxyx = xi*( (xi2-lm2)/dl
& + free'(lp2-xi2)/d2
& - free*4.*y*u*(3.*lp2-xi2)/d3 )
gamxxy = xi*( (Im2-xi2)/dl
& - free (lp2.-xi2)/d2
& + free*4.*u)((2.*u-y)*ip2+(3.*y+2. u)*xi2)/d3 )
gamyyy = xi*( -1 .*(3.r1m2+xi2)/dl
& + frec~ (3 .i]p2+xi2)/d 2
& + freee4 .*y 1u*(3.*!p2xi2)/d3 )
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C
gamxyy = Imr(xi2-lm2)/dl
& + free*1p*(lp2-xi2)/d2
& + free*2.*u*(im*lp3-6.*y*1pxi2+xi4 )/d3
c
C
c jflag ne 0 indicates that thesc influence functions should be
c summed to infinity in the infinite array case
c
if(jflag.eq.0) go to 100
w = jflag
suml = 0.
sum2 = w-0.5+1./(6.*w)-1./(30.*w**3.)+1./(42.*w**5.)
& -1./(30.*w**7.)
sum3 = 0.
sum4 = w/3.-O.5+2.1./.*w)-./(3.*w**3.)+4./(9.*w**5.)
&
if(free.eq.1.) go to 50
gamxxx = gamrxxx*(1 .+sum2)
gamyyx = gamyyx(1 .+sur2)
gamxyx = gamxyx.(1.+suml)
garaxxy = gamxxy*(1 .+suml)
ganyyy = gamyyy*(1 .+suml )
gamnxyy = gamxyy*(1.+sum2)
go to 100
c
50 gamxxx = gamxxx*(1.+sum2)
gamyyx = gamyyx*(1 .+sumrl)
gamxyx = gamxyx*(1.+sum3)
gamxxy = gamxxy*(1.+sum3)
gamyyy = gamyyy*(1.+sum3)
gamxyy = gamxyy*(1.+sum4)
C
100 gammx = 0.5*(garxxxx+gamyyx)
gamdx = cmplx(0.5*(garxxx-gamyyx) ,mohr*garmxyx)
gammy = 0.5 (gamxxy+gamryyy)
gamdy = cmplx( 0. 5* (gamxxy-gamyyy) ,mohr*garmxyy)
C
ei2psi = cmplx( cos(2.*psii),sin(2.*psii) )
c
gamnnx = real(garPrix+ei2psi *garndx)
gamnsx = airrag(gaimx+ei2psi*gamdx)
gamnny = real(gaEmtmy+ei2psi gamdy)
gamnsy = aimag(gainmy+ei2psi gamdy)
c
return
end
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subroutine tracn (xzr,yzr,cc0,nmax,cc,b,mohr,trac,pressr,
& miml,psii,nmset,mx2set,ii,delta,nerfc)
c
c This subroutine determines the tractions required on the
c crack surfaces. Superposition of these tractions with the applied
c stresses gives only normal stresses on the crack faces, equal to
c the internal crack presssures.
c
real cc0(3),b(6),cc(6,nmset),mohr,trac(mx2set),yerfc(28),
& erfc(28)
integer nmax(6)
complex sgmad,ei2psi
data yerfc /0.,.01,.02,.04,.06,.08,.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9,
& 1.11.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.8,2.,2.2,2.5,3.,99999./
data erfc /1.,.9887,.9774,.9549,.9324,.9099,.8875,.7773,.6714,
& .5716,.4795,.3961,.3222,.2579,.2031,.1573,.1198,.0897,
& .066,.0477,.0339,.0237,.0109,.0047,.0019,.0004,.0,.0/
sgmaxx = 0.
sgmayy = 0.
sgmaxy = 0.
c
if(cc0(1).eq.0.) go to 151
sgmaxx = sgmaxx+cc0(1)
151 nm = nmax(1)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 154
do 152 n=1,nm
rn = n
152 sgmaxx = sgmaxx+cc(1,n)*xzr**( rntb(1) )
154 nm = nmax(2)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 158
do 156 n=1,nm
rn = n
156 sgmaxx = sgmaxx+cc(2,n)*yzr**( rn*b(2) )
c
158 if(cc0(2).eq.0.) go to 159
sgmayy = sgmayy+cc0(2)
159 nm = nmax(3)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 162
do 160 n=1,nm
rn = n
160 sgmayy = sgmayy+cc(3,n)*xzr**( rn*b(3) )
c
162 nm = nmax(4)
if (nm.eq.0) go to 166
do 164 n=1,nm
rn = n
164 sgmayy = sgmayy+cc(4,n)*yzr**( rn*b(4) )
C
166 if(ccO(3).eq.0.) go to 167
sgmaxy = sgmaxy+cc0(3)
167 nm = nmax(5)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 170
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do 168 n=1,nm
rn = n
168 sgmaxy = sgmaxy+cc(5,n)*xzr**( rn*b(5) )
C
170 nm = nmax(6)
if(nm.eq.0) go to 174
do 172 n=1,nm
rn = n
172 sgnmaxy = sgmaxy+cc(6,n)*yzr**( rn*b(6) )
c
174 if(nerfc.eq.0) go to 200
n= 0
180 n = n+1
if(yzr/delta.1t.yerfc(n+1)) go to 190
go to 180
190 sgmaxx = sgmaxx + erfo(n)+(yzr/delta-yerfc(n))/(yerfc(n+1)-
& yerfc(n))*(erfe(n+1)-erfc(n))
c
200 sgmam = 0.5*(sgmaxx+sgmayy)
sgmad = omplx( 0.5*(sgmaxx-sgmayy),mohr*sgmaxy )
ei2psi = emplx( cos(2.*psii),sin(2.*psii) )
sgmann = real (sgmam+ei2psi*sgmad)
sgmans = aimag(sgrmam+ei2psi*sgmad)
trac(ii) = -sgmann-pressr
trac(ii+miml) = -sgmans
return
end
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subroutine printf (n,m,trac,nb,mb,iw,nskip,mx2set,nset,nbset,
& ninf)
c This subroutine prints the values of f(tk) for all the cracks.
C
real trac(mx2set)
integer m(nset),nb(nset),mb(nbset)
C
200 write(iw,900)
ii = 0
nbl = 1
c main cracks
c
do 375 i=1,n
if( (ninf.ne.0).and.(i.gt.1) ) go to 750
write(iw,910) i
mm = m(i)
iflag = 1
go to 550
250 ii = ii+2*mm
C
o branch cracks
C
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 375
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 350 ib=nbl,nb2
write(iw,930) ib
mm = mb(ib)
iflag =2
go to 550
300 ii = ii+2*•m•
350 continue
nbl = nb2 + 1
375 continue
go to 750
C
550 if(nskip.eq.1) go to 600
write(iw,920) (k,trac(ii+k),k,trac(ii+mm+k),k='1,1)
if(nskip.ge.mm) go to 650
600 write(iw,920) (k,trac(ii+k),k,trac(ii+mm+k),k=rnskip,mm,nskip)
if(mod(mm,nskip).eq.0) go to 700
650 write(iw,920) mm,trac(ii+mm) ,,trac(ii+2*m)
700 go to (250,300) iflag
c
900 format(lhO,'DISLOCATION DENSITY STRENGTHS Fx AND Fy')
910 format(lhO,'Main crack ',i2)
920 format(lh ,'fx(t',i3,')= ',g10.4,'fy(t' ,i3,')= ',gi0.4)
930 format(lhO,'Branch crack ',i2)
c
750 return
end
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subroutine sif (iw,n,nb,m,pi,trac,psi,mb,psib,nset,mx2set,
& nbset,yl,nsurf,ytest,iend,isurf,ibl,ib2,a,ab)
C
c This subroutine computes and prints the stress intensity factors.
C
real kl,k2,trac(mx2set),psi(nset),psib(nbset),yl(nset),a(nset),
& ab(nbset)
integer m(nset),mb(nbset),nb(nset),isurf(nset),ibl(nset),
& ib2(nset),iend(nbset)
C
c determine appropriate crack tips for calculating s.i.f.'s
C
nbl = 1
do 50 i=l,n
isurf(i) = 0
ibl(i) = 0
ib2(i) = 0
if( (yl(i).lt.ytest).and.(nsurf.ne.0) ) isurf(i) = 1
if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 50
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 40 ib = nbl,nb2
if(iend(ib).eq.1) ibl(i) = 1
if(iend(ib).eq.2) ib2(i) = 1
40 continue
nbl = nb2+1
50 continue
c
write(iw,905)
ii = 0
c
C
c main cracks
c
nbl = 1
do 500 i=1,n
write(iw,935) i
if( (isurf(i).eq.1).or.(ibl(i).eq.1) ) go to 100
iitmx = ii+m(i)
iitmy = ii+2*m(i)
kl = pi*( trac(iitmx)*cos(psi(i)+pi)
& - trac(iitmry)*sin(psi(i)+pi) )
k2 = pi*( trac(iitmx)*sin(psi(i)+pi)
& + trac(iitmy)Ecos(psi(i)+pi) )
write(iw,940) kl,k2
100 if(ib2(i).eq.1) go to 200
iitlx = ii+1
iitly = ii+m(i)+1
kl = pi*( trac(iitlx)*cos(psi(i))-trac(iitly)*sin(psi(i)) )
k2 = pi*( trac(iitlx)*sin(psi(i))+trac(iitly)*cos(psi(i)) )
write(iw,945) k1,k2
200 ii = ii+2*m(i)
c
c branch cracks
c
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if(nb(i).eq.0) go to 500
nb2 = nbl+nb(i)-1
do 400 ib=nbl,nb2
iitlx = ii+1
iitly = ii+mb(ib)+1
k1 = pi*( trac(iitlx)*cos(psib(ib))
& - trac(iitly)*sin(psib(ib)) )*(ab(ib)/a(i))**0.5
k2 = pi*( trac(iitlx)*sin(psib(ib))
& + trac(iitly)*cos(psib(ib)) )*(ab(ib)/a(i))**0.5
write(iw,950) ib,kl,k2
400 ii = ii+2*mb(ib)
nbl = nb2 + 1
500 continue
905 format(lh0,' STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS, K,',/,
&4x,'[ normalized with phi*sqrt( pi*a(i) ) ]',//,
&lOx,'K"s are defined such that stresses near crack tip ',/,
&10x,'[in (r,theta) coordinates centered at crack tip] are:',/
&10x,'sigma(r,theta) = K * function(theta)/sqrt(2*pi*r)',/)
935 format(lh0,2x,'crack ',i2)
940 format(lh ,5x,'tip 1: K1= ',g11.4,'K2= ',g11.4)
945 format(lh ,5x,'tip 2: K1= ',g11.4,'K2= ',g11.4)
950 fornat(lh ,4x,'branch ',i2,': K1= ',g11.4,'K2= ',gll.4)
return
end
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APPENDIX E
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ANALYZING SELF-DRIVEN CRACKS
c Fortran program SELFDRIVEN
C
c This program computes the approximate distribution of the heat
c source strengths and the normal stress sigmaxx along the line of
c an isothermal, constant-velocity crack. The tip of the crack
c is at (x,y) = (0,0) and it is moving in the +y direction.
c There are an infinite number of equally-spaced cracks identical
c to the one solved for. They are all parallel and moving in the
c same direction.
c
o The program includes some features which speed operation when
c the spacing is large.
c
parameter iset=270, ir=90, if=80, iw=21, nset=65,iwtty=6
C
common c(iset,iset), es(iset,iset)
real t(iset),u(nset),scrtch(iset),y(iset),w(iset),s(iset),us(nset)
data t/iset*1l./, s/iset*0./
pi = 3.1415927
C
do 10 ii = 1,iset
do 10 jj = 1,iset
c(ii,jj) = 0.
10 cs(ii,jj) = 0.
c
rewind ir
rewind if
rewind iw
c
0 read input data
c
read(ir,900) a,w0,dl,d2,nij,nii,idgt,spacng,wnax
if( (w0.1t.0.).or.(dl .lt.0.).or.(nij.gt.nset)
& .or.(nii.gt.nset).or.(d2.1t.0.) ) stop
write(iw,901) a,w0,dl ,d2,nij,nii,idgt,spacng,wmax
write(iwtty,901) a,wO,dl,d2,nij,nii,idgt,spacng,wimax
c
c compute y(i) and w(i)
wilast = wO/di
yilast = 0.5*wilast
do 30 i=1,iset
d = dl
if(yilast.lt.-0.1) d = d2
w(i) = wilast*d
if(w(i).gt.wiivax) w(i) = iwax
if(yilast.lt.-3O.jspacng) w(i) = 2.*w2ax
if(yilast.lt.-70.*spacng) w(i) = 10.*wmax
if(yilast.1lt.-200.*spacng) w(i) = 20.*wi.ax
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if(yilast.lt.-400.*spacng) w(i) = 50.*~nnax
y(i) = yilast-0.5*(wilast+w(i))
yilast = y(i)
wilast = w(i)
if( (-y(i)+w(i)/2.).ge.a ) go to 40
30 continue
write(iw,909) iset,y(iset),w(iset)
write(iwtty,909) iset,y(iset),w(iset)
stop
c
40 imax = i
write(iw,910) imax
write(iwtty,910) imax
o
c determine maximum number of cracks to consider
ktmax = ifix( 4.*(-y(imax)+w(imax)/2.)/spacng )+2
ksmax = ifix( 10.*(-y(imax)+w(imax)/2.)/spacng )+2
write(iw,908) ktmax, ksmax
write(iwtty,908) ktmax,ksmax
write(iw,904) (y(i),i=1,imax)
write(iw,907) (w(i),i=1,imax)
write(iwtty,904) (y(i),i=1,imax)
write(iwtty,907) (w(i),i=1,imax)
c
c read previous data, if any
c
read(ir,914) idata,jdata
write(iwtty,915) idata,jdata
if(idata.eq.0) go to 180
do 100 i=1,idata
do 100 j=1,imax
if( (i.eq.idata).and.(j.gt.jdata) ) go to 150
read(if,912) ii,jj,c(i,j),cs(i,j)
if( (ii.ne.i).or.(jj.ne.j) ) stop10
if( (i.ne.1).and. (rod(i,20).ne.0).and.(i.ne.imax) ) go to 100
write(iwtty,916) i,j,c(i,j),cs(i,j)
100 continue
c
150 rewind if
do 175 i=1,idata
do 175 j=1,imax
write(if,912) i,j,c(i,j),cs(i,j)
if( (i.eq.idata).and.(j.eq.jdata) ) go to 180
175 continue
c
180 istart = 1
if(idata.ne.0) istart = idata
if(jdata.eq.imax) istart = idata+1
jstart = 1
if( (icata.nO.0).and.(jdatar e, iax) ) jstart=jdata+i
c compute temperature and stress effect at each patch i in the crackC
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do 400 i=istart,imax
if(i.gt.istart) jstart = 1
iflag = 0
c compute temperature and stress effect due to each patch j
C
do 350 j=jstart,imax
C
c compute c and cs from previous values if z1<0 and
c abs(zl)>0.8*spacng**1.85
C
zlnom = y(i)-y(j)
if( (zlnom.ge.0.).or.(j.eq.1).or.(abs(j-i).eq.1).or.
& (abs(zlnom).lt. 0.8*spacng**1.85).or.(spacng.lt.5.) ) go to 185
c(i,j) = c(i,j-1)*w(j)/w(j-1)
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j-1)*w(j)/w(j-1)
go to 328
c compute c and cs from previous values if zl/spacng>2 ( and zl>0)
C
185 z1nom = y(i)-y(j)
if( (zlnom/spacng.1t.2.).or.(abs(i-j).eq.1).or.(spacng.1t.5.) )
& go to 195
if(iflag.eq.1) go to 190
iflag = 1
go to 195
190 c(i,j) = 0.
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j-1)*w(j)/w(j-1)
go to 330
c compute effect of each crack k
c
c determine how many cracks to explicitely consider for
c this combination of i and j
195 kt = ifix( 4.*(abs(y(i)-y(j))+O.5*(w(i)+w(j)))/spacng ) +2
ks = ifix( 10.*(abs(y(i)-y(j))+0.5*(w(i)+w(j)))/spang ) +2
do 325 k=1,ks
C
njj = nij
removlog = 0.
if( (i.ne.j).or.(k.ne.1) ) go to 197
njj = nii
reinovlog = 1.
if(v(i).gt.25.) go to 500
c Check to see if integration is necessary. If not, simply
c multiply influence functions by patch length
197 z2nom = ( (y(i)-y(j))**2.+(spacngcfloat(k-1))*-2. )**0.5
if(z2nom/w(j).lt.70.) go to 200
z1nom = y(i)-y(j)
call expbessel(zlnomi,z2nom,emz lkOz2,erz lklz2)
two = 2.
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if(k.eq.1) two = 1.
c(i,j) = c(i,j)+two*emzlkOz2*w(j)
usintgl = two*(emzlkOz2+zlnom/z2nom*emzlklz2-zlnom/z2nom**2.)
xx = float(ks)
if(k.eq.ks) go to 310
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j)+usintgl*w(j)
go to 325
C
c compute values of u and us for use in Chebyshev integration
C
200 do 300 jj=1,njj
ysjj = cos( pi*float(jj-1)/float(njj-1) )
zl = y(i)-y(j)-ysjj*w(j)/2.
z2 = ( (spacng*float(k-1))**2.+(y(i)-y(j)-ysjj*w(j)/2.)**2. )**0.5
call expbessel(zl,z2,emzlkOz2,emzlklz2)
u(jj) = emzlkOz2+removlog*log(z2/2.)
us(jj) = emzlkOz2+zl/z2*emzlklz2-zl/z2**2.+removlog*log(z2/2.)
300 continue
C
half = 1.
if(k.eq.1) half = 0.5
c finish computing temperature effect of patch j of cracks +k and -k
c on patch i of crack 1
C
if(k.gt.kt) go to 305
call chebyshev(njj,u,uintgl)
c(i,j) = c(i,j)+( uintgl+removlog*(-2.*log(w(j)/4.)+2.) )*w(j)*
& half
c
c finish computing stress effect of patch j of cracks +k and -k
c on patch i of crack 1
c
305 call chebyshev(njj,us,usintgl)
if(k.ne.ks) go to 320
c
c account for cracks past +-ks by use of asymptotic summation formula
c
xx = float(ks)
usintgl = usintgl+removlog*(-2.*log(w(j)/4.+2.))
310 usintgl = usintgl*(1.+xx-0.5+1./(6.*xx)-1./(30.*xx*c3.)
& +1./(42.*xxy*5.)-1 ./(30.*xx**7.) )
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j)+usintgl*w(j)
go to 325
c
320 usintgl = usintgl+removlog*(-2.*log(w(j)/4.)+2.)
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j)+usintgl*w(j)*half
325 continue
328 if( (i.ne.1).and.(mod(i,20).ne.0).and.(i.ne.imax) go to 330
write(iwtty,913) i,j,c(i,j),i,j,cs(i,j)
330 write(if,912) i,j,c(i,j),cs(i,j)
c
350 continue
c
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400 continue
c
c call linear equation solver
call leqtlf(c,1,imax,iset,t,idgt,scrtch,ier)
c source strengths q are returned in vector t
c
if(ier.eq.129) stop 1
if(ier.eq.34) write(iw,902) icr
C
c print values of heat source strergths
write(iw,903) (t(i),i=1,imax)
write(iwtty,903) (t(i),i=1,imax)
do 450 i=1,irsax
do 450 j=1,imax
450 s(i) = s(i)+cs(i,j)*t(j)
write(iw,911) (s(i),i=1,imax)
write(iwtty,911) (s(i),i=1,nimax)
go to 600
c
c
c subprogram to perform integration when i=j, k=1, and w(i)>25
C
c compute integral from y(i)+10. to y(i)+w(i)/2
500 ww = (w(i)/2.-10.)/2.
do 510 jj=1,nij
ysjj = coc( pi*float(jj-1)/float(nij-1) )
zl = -10.-(1.+ysjj)*IwA
z2 = -zl
call expbessel (zl,z2,emzlkOz2,emzlklz2)
u(jj) = emzlkOz2
us(jj) = emzlkOz2+zl/z2*emzlklz2-zl/z2**2.
510 continue
call chebyshev(nij,u,uintgl)
c(i,j) = uintgl*ww
call chebyshev(nij,us,usintgl)
cs(i,j) = usintgl*ww
c compute integral from y(i)-lO. to y(i)+10.
do 520 jj=1,nii
ysjj = cos( piffloat(jj-1)/float(nii-!) )
z1 = -ysjj*10.
z2 = abs(zl)
call expbessel(zl ,z2,emz1kOz2,ezlklz2)
u(jj) = enzlkOz2+1cg(z2/2.)
us(jj) = enzlkOCz2+2zl/z2*e zlkz2 *2.+log(z2/2.)
520 continue
call chebyshev(nii,u,uintgl)
c(i,j) = c(',j)+(u.ntgl-2.*leg(5.)+2.)*10.
call chcbyshev(nii,us,usintgl)
cs(i,j) = cs(i,j)+(usintgl-2.*izg(5.)+2.)*10.
c compute integral from y(i)-w(i)/2. to y(i)-10.
do 530 jj=1,nij
ysjj = cos( pi*float(jj-1)/float(nij-1) )
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z1 = w(i)/2.-(1.+ysjj)*ww
z2 = z1
call expbessel(zl,z2,emzlkOz2,emzlklz2)
u(jj) = emzlkOz2
us(jj) = emzlkOz2+zl/z2*emzlklz2-zl/z2**2.
530 continue
call chebyshev(nij,u,uintgl)
c(i,j) = c(i,j)+uintgl*ww
call chebyshev(nij,us,usintgl)
es(i,j) = cs(i,j)+usintgl*ww
go to 325
600 continue
format(4fl 0.4,3i3,2f10.5)
format(' a = ',fl0.5,' wO ',g12.5,' dl = '
& /' nij = ',i3,' nii = ',i3,' idgt = ',i3,'
& ' wmax = ',g13.6)
format(' ier = ',i3)
format('Oq(i):'/1h ,100(' ',10(g12.5,1x)/) )
format('0y(i):'/lh ,100(' ',10(g12.5,1x)/) )
format(i3,3g13.5,3i3,2g13.5)
format(gl3.5)
format('Ow(i):'/lb ,100(' ',10(g12.5,1x)/) )
format(' ktmax = ',i5,' ksmax = ',i5)
format('0iset = ',i3,' y(iset) = ',g13.6,' w
& ' increase iset')
format(' imax = ',i4)
format('Os(i):'/1h ,100(' ',10(gl2.5,1x)/) )
format(2i5,2g13.5)
format(' c(',i3,',',i3,') = ',13.5,' cs(',i
format(2i3)
format(' idata = ',i3,'jdata = ',i3)
format(' ',2i1I,2g13.5)
,g12.5,' d2 = ',g12.5,
spacng = ',g13.6,
(iset) = ',g13.6,
c
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
o
end
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3,',',i3,') = ',g13.5)
subroutine expbessel (zl,z2,emzlkOz2,emzlklz2)
C
c This subroutine computes
c -zl -zl1
c e *kO(z2) and e *kl(z2)
o where z2>0.
C
C
real iO,il,kO,kl
if(z2.1t.0.) stop 5
epsilonl = 10.**(-4.)
epsilon2 = 10.**(-1.)
C
c compute emzlkOz2
C
if(z2.gt.2.) go to 200
r = z2/3.75
10 = 1.
if(r.lt.epsilonl) go to 100
iO = iO+3.5156229*r**2.+3.0899424L;re,*4.+1.2067492%r**6.
if(r.lt.epsilon2) go to 100
iO = iO+.2659732*r**8.+.0360768*r**10.+.0045813*r**12.
C
100 r = z2/2.
kO = -log(r)*i0-.57721566
if(r.lt.epsilonl) go to 150
kO = kO+.42278420*r**2.+.23069756*r *4.+.03488590*r**6.
if(r.1t.epsilon2) go to 150
kO = kO+.00262698*r**8.+.00010750*r**10.+.00000740*r*e12.
150 emzlkOz2 = exp(-zl)*kO
go to 250
200 if(zl+z2.1t.30.) go to 225
emzlkOz2 = 0.
go to 250
C
225 r = z2/2.
coeff = 1.+.25331414
if(1./r.lt.epsilonl) go to 230
coeff = coeff- ,.07832358/r+.02189568/r**2.-.010624)46/ra*3.
if(1./r.lt.epsilon2) go to 230
coeff = coeff+.00587872/r**4 .-. 0025i 5140/r**5 .+.00053208/r**6.
230 emzlkOz2 = exp( -1.*( zl+z2 ) )/(A2) 0.5*coeff
c compute emzlklz2
250 if(z2..gt.2.) go to 260
r = z2/3.75
ii z2cO.5
if(r.lt.epsilonl) go to 253
il = ii + z2* (.8789059 1 *r 2.+.51198 869 r**4.+.15084 934*r**6.)
-- 150--
if(r.lt.epsilon2) go to 253
ii = i1+z2*(.02658733*r**8.+.00301532*r**10.+.00032411*r**12.)
253 r = z2/2.
kl = log(r)*il + 1./z2
if(r.lt.epsilonl) go to 255
kl = kl+(1./z2)*( .15443144*r**2.-.67278579*r**4.-.18156897*r**6.)
if(r.lt.epsilon2) go to 255
kl = kl+(1./z2)*( -. 01919402*r**8.-.001104 0 4*r**10.-.000004686*r
& **12.)
255 emzlklz2 = exp(-zl)*kl
go to 300
c
260 if(zl+z2.1t.30.) go to 270
emzlklz2 = 0.
go to 300
c
270 r = 2./z2
coeff = 1.+.25331414
if(r.1t.epsilonl) go to 280
coeff = coeff +.23498619*r-.03655620*r**2.+.01504268*r**3.
if(r.lt.epsilon2) go to 280
coeff = coeff -. 00780353*r-•4.+.00325614*r**5.-.00068245*r**6.
280 emzlklz2 = exp(-zl-z2)/z2**C.5*coeff
300 return
end
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subroutine chebyshev (n,f,fintgl)
C
c This subroutine computes an approximation to the integral of
c f(x)dx over the interval -1<x<1.
C
c Inputs:
c f a vector containing the n values f(xj)
c where xj=cos( pi*j/(n-1) ) , j=O,(n-1)
o n the number of values in f
c
c Output:
c fintgl the approximation to the integral
C
real f(n)
integer p
pi = 3.1415927
rn = n
c
c determine p
p = (n-1)/2
if(mod(n,2).eq.0) p = (n-2)/2
C
c compute each term in the summation of the approximation
c
k=O
iflag = 1
go to 400
100 fintgl = ak
C
do 300 i=1,p
ri= i
k = 2*i
iflag = 2
go to 400
200 fintgl = fintgl-2.*( ak/(4.*ri**2.-1.) )
300 continue
go to 600
c
c compute ak
c
400 rk = k
sum = 0.
do 500 j=1,n
rjml = float(j-1)
term = f(j)*cos( rk*pi*rjml/(rn-1.) )
if( (j.eq.1).or.(j.eq.n) ) term = term/2.
500 sum = sum+term
ak = 2.*sum/(rn-1.)
go to (100,200) iflag
c
600 return
c
end
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